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Eastern will dedicate a major
academic facility, the William
L. Wallace Building and its two
large lecture halls Sunday.
Wallace, a member of EKU's
Board of Regents is a native of
Richmond, where he set up a
law practice in 1911. He now
resides in Lexington where he is
associated with the law firm of
Wallace, Turner and Trigg..
The lecture rooms of the

Case Coeds
Miss A Box
Several girls living in Case
Hall and immediate surroundings got the shock of their lives
last week when they went to
mail letters in the box they're
accustomed to using, in front of
Case Hall.
Nancy Cook, a freshman from
Shelbyville, went out to mail a
letter in the middle of the night,
but found no box.
Knowing that it was there that
day, she scrambled back into
the dorm announcing that "the
mailbox that was out there isn't
there anymore." "She's sleepy," "She's sick".
"Sure the mailbox is out there"
were comments to her dis.covery. Nevertheless, those who
were concerned and felt that
Nancy was in a good state of
mind investigated the matter
and found that the box had
really vanished. No one knew of
its wherabouts.
A bulletin was posted the
following day that the mailbox
had been officially moved to get
a new paint Job. It should be
replaced within three days.

building will be named in honor
of the late Dr. Roy B. Clark and
Dr. Kerney M Adams, both
former members of EKU's
faculty.

The music of some 60 high
school bands will help inspire
Eastern's football team in its
efforts to defeat Austin Peay
State University here Oct. 2.
The bands, including more
than 5,000 musicians, will come
to EKU to celebrate the
University's 11th annual Band
Day.
The high school musicians
will parade through downtown
Richmond in the morning and
perform in a mass concert in
the afternoon during the halftime of the football game at
Hanger Field.

Time Is Set
The formal dedication will be
at 2:00 p.m. in one of the lecture
rooms. The program will
consist of the ceremonial
presentation of the keys by C.A.
Coleman, Jr., architect. Mr.
Coleman also designed the Bert
Combs Building and the Moore
Building.
Speaking to honor Dr. Adams
will be Dr. Clyde J. Lewis, dean
of Central University College,
and William L. Keene, retired
English professor will speak to
honor the late Dr. Clark. Dr.
John D. Rowlelt, Vice President
for research and development,
will speak in deference to
Wallace.

Bandsmen Are Guests

Ceremony Follows
After the formal addresses
there will be a short cornerstone ceremony outside.
Newspaper clippings concerning the building and
current University information
will be placed in the cornerstone.
Following the cornerstone
ceremony, open house will be
held. Members of the departments housed in the new
building will be present to
answer questions and assist
generally.
All students and interested
townspeople are invited to the
dedication. Special invitations
are issued to department
chairmen.architects,engineers,
regents, State Property and
Building Commission personnel, Department of Finance
personnel in addition to those on
the honorees' guest lists.

Steve Gold, a junior Political Science major from
Henderson, Ky. received a lift from his bicycle by
Dell Shuping, senior Management major from
Lexington at the Annual Delta Epsilon Bike Race

MEL QUIERO. president of the Madison County Community
Action Council, is working on the campus and in the city for
improved interracial relations. He is a senior data processing
major. Quiero recently discussed his feelings about Mack and
white student involvement for better rscial relations, as well as
his views on Eastern, and on city and national politics.

For Tonight

Pep Rally Scheduled
A pep rally for the EasternAustin Peay game will be held
Tonight. A parade featuring the
Pi Kappa Alpha fire truck, the
cheerleaders, and anyone else
who desires to participate will
start at 815 at Dupree Hall.
The rally will be held at
O'Donnell Hall after the parade

arqund 8:30.
The football players will be
introduced and Coach Kidd may
be present.
EKU Cheerleader Claudia
Cruse says to the student body.
"We Just want everyone to be
'Up' for this game!"

The bandsmen, their directors,
counselors,
and
chaperones will be guests of
EKU at the game. Bands which
have accepted invitations to
attend Band Day will represent
these high schools:
Valley, Lousi ville; Estill
County, Irvine: Berea; Scott
County, Georgetown Powell
County, Staton; Madison, Richmond;
Jackson
County,
McKee;
Walton-Verona,
Walton; Model, Richmond;
Shelby County, Shelbyville;
Wolfe County, Campton;
Ptioto by Marianne ROM
Washington
County,
Springfield;
Monticello;
last Saturday. The race lasted three hours; The Campbellsville; Knox Central,
girls half hour race and tricycle race was won by Barbourville.
Kappa Alpha Theta Affiliates.
Bands Will Come

Quiero Galls For

■

'Positive Action And Positive Protest'
BY ROBERT BABBAGE, JR.
News Editor
Mel Quiero calls himself a
"troublesheoter for the low
income people" of Richmond,
and finds "real satisfaction
from working to make society
better."
Quiero, who serves as
president of the Madison County
Community Action Council,
adopts a philosphy of "positive
action and positive protest;
work so hard within the system
to become a part of it that it
can't do without your."
His work might take him
before the local school board
asking for a more equal racial
balance of teachers, or he might
be campaigning for more involvement of low income people
in the distribution of federal
OEO funds.
The major problem Quiero
has faced in Richmond has been
the failure to involve low income people in affairs and
decision making that directly
concerns them.
Progress Is Made
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High School Musicians
Celebrate 11th Band Day

Wallace Dedication
Slated For Sunday
BY DELMA FRANCIS
Staff Writer

10 Pages

Recently some progress in
this area has been made.'
"There was an agency
didicated to serving the poor,
but they weren't including the
poor in the planning sessions,"
Quiero said. Now low income
citizens are included on the
planning board of the agency.
A current project of Quiero's
is the possibility of urban
renewal projects for Richmond.
The FHA 235 housing program
has caught the attention of
Quiero and if implemented
would allow "the low income to
own rather than rent new
homes. It would get them out of
their shanties, and even create
more Jobs while the the new
houses are built." Quiero said.
Everybody Can Help
Quiero urges more black
students to become involved in
the Black Student Union on
campus, and to help with the
many volunteer projects
downtown.
".Everybody, blacks and
whites
together.can
do
something to make things
better, even if it's just speaking
to the other guy."

Quiero feels that Eastern
should employ a black person at
the position of Black Student
Coordinator. "This would be a
positive
gesture
from
the administration to the
blacks. I think it could easily be
done here."
Commends Dean Ambrose
He commended EKU Dean of
Admissions Dr. Charles Ambrose for his attitude towards
all students, particularly in
making black students welcome
at Eastern.
"Ambrose always has time to
talk to students and seems to
care. We could use more like him
," Quiero said. He also feels that
Eastern could do a better Job of
recruiting black students,
"instead of just looking for the
atheletes."
Quiero feels that there are
qualified black professors
thatEastern could employ. "I
would like to see more black
faculty members at Eastern.
Just think of how few we have
right now."
Black Arts Week at Eastern
should be expanding in order to
interest more black students
andwhite students as well.
Quiero feels. "It would be a
positive way for us all to learn
about the black man by
studying African culture."
Quiero expressed a desire to
see Eastern's two black
fraternities, Omega Psi Phi and
Kappa Psi Alpha, work to reach
all black students, not just their
own members. "They do a lot
now. and I hope they'll do
more."
Favors Cooperation
Regarding Kappa Alpha
Order's "Old South Week."
Quiero said that blacks would
"like to forget old bitternesses
and work towards something
positive." He suggested mutual
cooperation between the opposing groups of the spring of
this year.
Quiero does not believe that
blacks turn to any one person as
a national black leader. He
cited Rev. Ralph Abernathy of
the SCLC and Georgia
statesman Julian Bond as being
widely respected for their work
for progress.
Regarding the candidacy of
Andrew Miller, a local, retired
black teacher running for the
city commission. Quiero said.

"I'd like to see him win. It
would be good for Richmond,
and we're ready for it."
Quiero
is
convinced
thatEastern is ready for a black
(Continued oa Page Test)

Corbin; Carroll County,
Carroll ton;
Williamstown;
Beechwood. Ft. Mitchell;
Ballard, Louisville; Lone
Jack, Four Mile; Fern Creek,
Louisville; Louisa; Harlan;
Prestonsburg; M.C. Napier,
Harlan; Fairdale, Louisville
Knott County, Pippa Passes;
Shepherdsville Junior; Betsy
Layne; Trimble
County,
Bedford; Pendleton County,
Falmouth.

Cumberland; Wayne County, opening fanfare and Marquina's
Monticello; South Ripley; "Espani Cani" providing the
Floyd County, Prestonsburg; basis for the across-the-field
Martin; Maytown; Wayland; drill.
Carrott. Iroquiis Louisville;
Flag Squad Performs
Russell;
Pine ville; , Hart
Featured for the first time
County, Munfordville; Switzerland, Vevay Ind.; Millard. with the Marching Maroons will
Pikeville; Gamaliel; Lynch; be the Maroon Flag Squad,
Marion County, Lebanon eleven lovely young ladies
Bath County, Owingsville; selected in competitive tryouts,
Salyersville; Adair County, eight of whom appear at a time
with the band, the others serColumbia.
ving in alternate capacity.
Center-Drill for the "Bands,
Pulaski County, Somerset, Bands Everywhere" show will
Belfry; East Carter, Grayson; feature the music of Bert
Frankfort, Whitley County, Bacharach, "Knowing When To
Williamsburg, and Laurel Leave," "I'll Never Fall In
County, London.
Love Again", "Raindrops Keep
''Bands! Bands Fallin' On My Head" and
Everywhere" will be the theme "Promises, Promises". Inof the half-time show of the tricate line drill will provide
Marching Maroons as they eye-excitement for the fans in
perform preparatory to the the stands.
Joining the Marching Maroons
massed band on Hangar Field.
The Band's entrance drill will for the final portion of the show
feature music in a Spanish vein will be the over sixty high school
with the familiar"LaVirgen da la bands who are guests of the
(Continued on Pacts Eight)
Macarena" providing an

Dr. Martin Releases
Enrollment Figures
Dr. Robert R. Martin an- represents an increase of 5.91
nounced Wednesday that percent (568 students) over the
Eastern has recorded a record comparable figure for 1970,
total of 12,111 students for the which was 9,602.
This total represents 5,278
1971 fall semester.
men and 4,892 women of which
The total includes 10,170 1,730, or 16.9 per cent, are out of
students on the Eastern cam- state students and 42 who are
pus, 741 at the university's foreign students.
Model Laboratory School and
A breakdown by classification
an estimated 1,200 enrolled in of students on the Richmond
60 off-campus extension
campus shows 3,439 freshmen,
classes being offered in 30 1,985 sophomores, 1,749 juniors,
1,622 seniors and 1,375 graduate
Kentucky counties.
The
on-campus total students.

'Over-the-Counter *

Pharmacists Review Drug Scene
BY BETSEY BELL
Staff Writer
Over-the-counter drugs have
been authorized for sale by the
government because they have
some therapeutic benefit and
will not cause adverse reactions
if used in the reommended
dosage. Several
adverse
reactions occur when one uses
these drugs for so called
"kicks" and when one develops
a psychological dependency for
such drugs.
' Larry Powell, pharmacist at
downtown Begley Drugs, said
the only dangerous over-thecounter drugs are the cough
syrups which contain codeine or
dextro methorphane. which are
opium derivatives. "These
cough suppresants can be
bought only by signing a narcotic registration form. The
person making the purchase
must be 18 years old and must
have proof of his age," he said.
Powell also said that pharmicists can refuse to sell these
to anyone. Ephedrine sulphate
is another drug which is used in
cough suppresants. it's close
to an amhetamine and causes
excititation
so
smoothmuscles," Powell said.
Robert Beddo Begley pharmacist at the University*
Shopping Center, said that an
overdose of cough syrups cause
drowsiness, some stimulation,
intestinal upset, blurring vision
and rapid heart beat. He also
explained that many people
tend to reject the cough suppressant before any danger
results.
Antihistamines, which are
found in many allergy pills also
have adverse reactions when
taken in heavy dosages. Powell
explaned that overdose could
cause
hypertension
and
elevation of the blood pressure.

a Methapyrilane, contained in
the antihistaimenes, is used for
the treatment of allergic
symptoms. Heavy doses of this
drug cause restlessness.
Antihistamine overdose may
also cause constriction of
smooth muscles and blood
vessels. One of the biggest
dangers with antihistmines is
that they slow alertness and dull
the senses.
Bromides, found in certain
nerve pills such as "Miles
Nervine" are suppressants of
the central nervous system.
Powell explained that bromides
are cumulative drugs, the body
does not eliminate the dosage as
rapidly as other drugs. He said,

"If someone takes 300
milligrams, after twelve days
half the dose is still in the blood
stream."
He said that an overdose of
bromides could cause nausea,
abdominal pain, paralysis and
bromide posisoning. Other
adverse reactions are severe
headache, coldness of extremities, fetor of bresth,
sleepiness and loss of strength'
and sexual power.
The most danger involved
with aspirin is overdose.
Powell said that 20 grams (60'
tablests) will kill and adult. He
said that some of the dangers of
prolonged dosage is tinnitus, a
ringing in the ears, gastric

inflamation and blood loss
through
intestinal
hemorrhaging.
Beddo said that there was no
problem other than gastric
disturbances. "People with
uclcers cannot take aspirin," he
said, explaining that an overdose could cause irritation to
the digestive tract.
Powell said that there was
little danger with commercial
diet pills. He said, "Most diet
pill contain a small amount of
antihistamine and vitamins
with some dextrose"
Powell explained that adverse reactions to most drugs
depends largely on the individual

,
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HUNDREDS of over-the-counter drugs like these variety of adverse reactions, and in rare Cases be
on the market may be taken safely according to '•««» The government has authorized their sale
directions, or under the auspices of a physician, and use in recommended dosages.
Used improperly, however, they can cause a
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What You 'Say' Is What You Get

Censorship. Victims Asking For It
The student press in America is drifting
slowly in the direction of trouble. Far too
many student publications are trying to
become completely independent, much to
the dismay of the schools they represent.
There are many different ways to run a
newspaper. At the risk of sounding
"square" or whatever the current word
is, the Progress is sure that producing
obscenity is not the best way.
{'Censorship" has somehow become a

I

cen soc i onVri, n. |l. ■ trnmi. to las. value. )uugr|.
I. rase til lira M 11..11 niasi.lrales appo*nte*l to take the
iiii'u- ..ii.l later, tu supervise" punlk muesli, hence.
I. any "MII-TVI-..C \4 piil.lu morals; person tAw tells
\*-'**W lina !■• l.< liavi- .1. a penon whose task is to
MUUMMSW Mrrulurr. miiliiin pic lufri. etc.. and to rrmuVr
i* pruliihit uiitthiiw nil .i.li-rr-J unsuitable. 4. al
i.rt.. i tl or military .rflicer who reads publications, mail .
etc*, to reninvr jrn infumiat Ha* that might be useful to
the enemv. V any tuultlitiiler or adverse critic; cen*
surer. 6. in siyraueMSivjif. jTriuorship. 9.1. to eaainine. reviesr. esourisilr. or change (literature, mail,
etc.I aa a censor: »iil<p-ct to censorship.
censorial (sen-tor-Val, sensu'risl). a*)/, of. like, or
characteristic of a censor.
cen so rl ous (arn.sfir'i-aa, sen-i6'ri-»s). Oaty. |L. ttn.(.in. v are iKNMial. imhneil to find fault; critical
cen aor ship (scn'scrship'i. ». (rnuar + -i»i»L I _
censoring. 2. a system of censorinff. J. the work or
position of a censor. 4. in • irtauesslyiii. the agency
:. from

dirty word in student publication circles,
due mainly to the fact that many college
newspapers feel they are unable to "tell it
like it is " without filling the page with
cheap four-letter words and smutty
pictures.
The wounds of censorship are inflicted
upon the publications by the publisher,
which, in the case of student publication,
is the Administration or, most often, a'
governing body such as our Student
Publications Board.
Rightfully
so.
Any student
publication that fills its pages with obscenity is unfit to represent a university
of any character.
It is generally agreed that the University
of California is, academically, one of the

best systems in the nation, but editors of
student newspapers on each of the nine Administration is obviously aware of the
campuses under the UC trademark have great amount of journalistic pride
recently come under fire by the exhibited by every staff member in attempting to produce a newspaper which
California Regents.
is factual, objective, and tasteful in its
Joan Borelli, in Syllabus, a publication reports and analyses, thereby allowing it
of the Commission on the Freedoms and to function as freely as possible.
Responsibilities of the College Student
Commendations as well as conPress in America, quotes Regent John
demnations are handed out whenever'
Canady as saying that the crackdown are warranted, and no one is exempt
stems from "the frequent use of campus from criticism if anv criticism is in order.
newspapers as instruments of socioFreedom of the Press may be only an
political advocacy and for the idea, but if conditions existed nationwide
dissemination of lewd and obscene ar- as they do here, with a trusting Adticles."
ministration and a responsible attitude
Because of this, the board has assumed toward student journalism, it would be
complete control of all student surprisingly close to a reality.
publications and has established
guidelines which are to be followed
rigidly.
In such cases, censorship by the
university is the only answer, and a
publication that resorts to such low
standards must be controlled by its
publisher.
Any publication, student or commercial, which feels that it owns complete press freedom is out of bounds, but
here at Eastern, censorship by the
University is virtually non-existent.
The Student Publications Board, whose
membership is clearly outlined in the
Student Handbook, has never imposed
any guidelines or restrictions upon the
Progress, nor is any copy withheld from
print by any member of the Faculty or
Administration.
The tradition of responsible student
journalism at Eastern makes possible the
fact that no restrictions are needed. The

Community Center Project
Helps Students Become 'Pals'
Three hours weekly is all the time
needed to give an underprivileged child
the love and friendship that he needs so
desperately. "Project Pal" is designed
to bring these children together with
people that genuinely care about them.
Some 162 persons have made applications to become a part of this
service program. No matter how many
people apply there will always be
enough "Pals" to go around.
Sponsored by Miss Mary Glass,
women's residence hall program
director and Mr. Jim DeLap, Director of
Telford Community Center, the
program has no qualifications other
than a genuine desire to help.
The money situation is not one that
will burden anyone because these

children don't necessarily need money,
only love and friendship.
"Project Pal" is a learning situation
in which the child will be learning such
things as hygiene and manners from his
"Pal" and the volunteer will be learning
about the child's particular situation
and nature.
The children at the Telford Community
Center are enthusiastic about receiving
a "Pal" as are the volunteers, who are
going to try to be close friends with
these children. By working with these
children, the volunteer can get to know
the child and his problems and maybe
even help in solving some of them.
No real deadline has been set for
becoming a "Pal". So, help a needy
child-be a "Pal."

\

RIGHT ARM BROTHER,
OUT OF STATE///

Write On!

Audience Commended
Dear Editor:
May I give my heartfelt thanks for the patience
and maturity that each student showed this past
Thursday night at the Center Board's Smokey
Robinson Concert.
I assure you that every .effort was made to see
that the show started on time. The performerswere grossly in error by failing to keep
their commitment. We had a legitimate contract
with them which clearly stated the time the show
would begin.
Every party involved, from the booking agent to
the big brass at Motown, has been notified of the
unprofessional conduct displayed by Smokey
Robinson and the Miracles regarding their late
arrival at 10:00 p.m. As I see it, they had four
months to get here on time (we signed the contract
4 months ago)!
Before Smokey Robinson and his crew went on
stage at 10:10 p.m., a new contract was negotiated
with their manager in the center Board's favor.
This savings has been put back into the pop concert fund for use on another performance at a later
date.
Once again, thank you for your patience. See you
at the Doc Severinsen Concert on October 23rd!
Sincerely yours,
Hayward M. Daugherty, Jr.
Director of Student Activities *
Organizations

Library Hours Explained
Dear Editor:
This is in response to Mr. Ted A. Wendt's letter
about library hours which appeared in the
Progress.In all respect to Mr. Wendt's
"passionate compulsion" to send his communication, I would like to state that his was the
only complaint which the library received about
the hours on Labor Day Weekend, and, that this
decision to restrict hours was far from a reflection

of the library's "ridiculous and arbitrary hours"
or its "bureaucratic reasoning." Any changes in
schedule are only the result of careful
examination of attendance figures. It may indeed
seem arbitrary to our patrons if there is no
communication between our students and the
library,, but these hours were posted on the doors
a week in advance- Why didn't we have comments
at this time? The library is willing to listen, but
all too often we only receive complaints from a few
users, and there are seldom any suggestions as to
how to answer the basic problems. Also we must
remind Mr Wendt that the library is open for
eighty-nine hours so it does not spend "more of its
time closed than open."
However, let's get to the heart of the complaint.
True the library has closed its doors on holidays,
and some patrons are turned aside; however, we
don't think that this is either a question of
capricious judgment or arbitrary disregard for
student needs. It must be borne in mind that the
library has seven service points. One of these
points, the Learning Resources Center, can and
has, been closed for some weekend hours when It
was not a disservice to student teachers; however,
with this total number in-the building every hour
the library is open! It must be pointed out that on
many Friday nights we have fewer than forty
students in the buildinc. and bv ten p.m. there are
frequently more staff than patrons in the library.
Very much the same situation prevailed early
Saturdays. We have accordingly made slight
changes in schedule-opening an hour later on
Saturday and adding an hour Saturday afternoon
to have a maximal number of qualified staff
members present when attendance demanded it.
Mr. Wendt and some other critics don't realize
that we are simply diluting our staff by being open
hours when there is minimal pressure. In order to
have the maximal number of qualified
professional professional people and qualified
clerical workers present, it is impossible to have
these staff members work late evenings and
holidays when there is little pressure from our
patrons and at the some time have these same
individuals present at peak periods during the day

\

■
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and early evening. Furthermore, our staffing
situation and our budget situation is fairly typical
of libraries in general.
.
It has been a constant source of embarrassment
to us to receive on the one hand scattered requests
for additional hours opening to twelve p.m. etc.,
when at the same time the buididing is frequently
so devoid of students in the early afternoons and
by ten at night. The same situation often prevails
on Saturdays. There is a relative handful of
students who are living in this community, and, of
course, admittedly, these students are inconvenienced on weekends and holiday periods.
However, most of students are commuters, and
the great bulk of our student body is absent from
this campus on weekends. The crux of the whole
question is "What sacrifices can we make of
budget and staff to open to a very small group of
users?"
As it is, we have several times in the past conducted lengthy and cumbersome samplings to find
out who was using the library when, and although
we can see a definite trend among students,
especially among the graduate population, to stay
in the Library and use it later, we still are in a
position where on the one hand we get attendance
in the library e.g., less than forty persons on
Friday evenings, certainly does not support these
requests for extensions of service.
Last year, as a matter of fact, for the first time
we arranged for our staff to serve scattered hours
during the spring break, and we are planning to
have some hours of service during the long
Christmas break. However, a library cannot be
staffed for either the hours of maximal pressure or
for the slack periods: It must employ enough
ersonnel for the average situation. Of course we
try to anticipate the times we think the greatest
pressures will occur and still have enough hours to
help the serious residentstudent and the faculty
member who wants to come in and use our
facilities when we would otherwise be closed.
Sincerely,
Ernest E. Weyhrauch
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Dance Theatre
Communicates

©n Ihe arts
BY JOHN HITCHCOCK
StajfWriter '

Robinson & Miracles

Better Late Than Never
Though the evening started a little
later than planned, Smokey Robinson
and the Miracles and their band soon
warmed up the audience with their hits
and showed the crowd what to expect
from the Motown sound.
The back-up band for Smokey
Robinson and the Miracles came out
first. They put on a great opening show,
demonstrating the great talent" of a
coordinated back-up band.
It was very unfortunate that because
of a lack of good sound equipment,
many people were unable to hear what
was going on. This is bad, not only
because people didn't get their money's
worth, but also because they missed the
performance that they had waited twoand-a-half hours for. Even through all
this the crowd was very patient and
should be commended. (Or maybe they
were all asleep in their seats from
exhaustion).
Finally the long-awaited moment
came. Onto the stage ran Smokey
Robinson and the Miracles. They were
wearing crushed velvet hotpants and
black knee boots. A wave of reaction
went over the crowd at this exhibition of
male beauty.
To do them justice, the Miracles
immediately swung into their top hits,
taking nearly a solid half-hour of
requests because of the time
limitations.
The only other problem with the
concert, which could not be avoided,
as the Miracles' basic style of music,
t is a slow, harmonious sound with a
definite love theme. Their music is
excellent, but it is not designed to hold*
the attention of a group.
In an interview after the show,
Smokey Robinson and the rest of the

I

group said that they have a unique style
and cannot be compared with other
groups. They said that they try to
establish contact with the audience by
singing about love, which is the great
common emotion. Asked to comment on
the types of music today, Robinson said
that there was no one style of music that
is on top.
If you like the Motown sound and were
able to hear the concert, you were able
to see one of motown's greatest groups.
The Miracles definitely have a warm
soft style that contains a real message of
love.

Buchwald Bombs
Photo by Marianne Rose

BY MARIE CHIDESTER
SUff Writer

Art Buchwald's endeavor to write 219
pages is comparable to a 100-yard-dash
athlete's impetuous decision to run
cross-country. A short burst man can't
survive long distances.
Counting Sheep is an assemblage of
excuses explaining why Buchwald's
play, Sheep On The Runway did not go
down in Broadway history as another
1779.
The play concerns an Asian country
and a civil war that results in an attempt to "Americanize" it. The log and
the complete play comprise the book.
Critics have recognized Sheep On The
Runway as a farce on the Vietnam war
and the idiocy of our foreign relations.
Buchwald's governmental satire
columns appear in more than 400
newspapers. He has published
relishable anthologies of these writings
as The Establishment is Alive and Well
In Washington and Art Buchwald's
Secret List to Paris: A Guide.

C3 TV Scene's Highlights
Saturday
,
5:00 ABC Wide World of Sports
Trenton 300, featuring Al Unser, his
brother Bobby, AJ Foyt, and Mario
Andretti in this Indy-style race. Also:
World Cup Gymnastics Championships.
8:00 NBC All in the Family. Archie
goes to the rescue when Mike becomes
involved in an anti-Pentagon demonstration.
12:45 CBS Voodoo Island. An A-l
creature feature complete with Boris
Karloff as a non-believer.
Sunday
9:00 ABC Von Ryan's Express. This
war movie about the hijacking of an
entire train by a prisoner-of-war camp
stars Frank Sinatra.
9:00 KETV Masterpiece Theater. A
six-part adaptation of "Jude the Obscure."
Monday
8:00 NBC Laugh-In. This perennial is
almost guaranteed to bring at least a
few laughs your way, as Dick, Dan and
Ernestine cavort across the silver
screen.
,
9:00 ABC Pro Football. The Oakland

Raiders meet the Browns at Cleveland.
Dandy Don Meredith, Fancy Frank
Gifford, & Hoppy Howard Cosell report
the action in their own inimitable ways.
10:00 CBS Bearcats! This new, offbeat western features Dennis Cole, Rod
Taylor, and a Mexican revolution.
Tuesday
7:30 NBC Ironside Tonight may be the
braking point for Raymond Burr's
vehicle, as his new female sidekick tries
to make a place for herself in the ratings.
8:30 ABC The Last Child. If you're
concerned with population control, this
may be the answer—give every expectant couple a license to have a child,
and kill all those born without one.
Wednesday
9:00 CBS Medical Center. Only your
doctor knows for sure- a drama about
artificial insemination.
10:00 NBC Night Gallery. Far and
above the usual creature features that
science fiction implies, "A Fear of
Spiders" may have you running around
the dorm destroying spider webs faster
than they can be respun.

SMOKEY ROBINSON works his way into a little
soul in Thursday's performance. The Motown
group performed a solid half-hour of their most

popular hits. Their warm, soft style is unique in
the world of pop music.

"Through dance one tries to communicate with one's audience," says
Mrs. Virginia Jinks, advisor to the
Eastern Dance Theatre. And that is the
motive behind the whole group.
Presently there are 25 women and 6
men in the Theatre, which is open to
everyone. Members are asked to attend
one dance session a week either on
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday or
Saturday.
For the coming year the Theatre
plans to attend as many dance concerts
as possible, including the Mary
Anthony and Paul Taylor Dance
Theatres.
On October 27, the group is planning a
concert with Halloween themes. Later
this semester they also are planning to
present the Shepherd's dance of "Amahl
and the Night Visitors" in a Christmas
program on December 2.
For eight months this past year, Mrs.
Jinks took dancing classes in New
York. In Greenwich Village she took
modern dance with Mary Anthony and
a ballet class under Alfredo Corvino.
Summing up the Eastern Dance
Theatre, Mrs. Jinks says, "Our purpose
is to raise money and dance. We're the
busiest club on campus."

Pearl Buchanan Returns To Eastern
Pearl Buchanan, formerly of the
Speech and Drama Department, will
return to the stage while appearing in
the first production,She Stoops To
Conquer.
She will play the role of Miss Hattie
Fletcher, a matriach of Fort
Boonesboro, who is able to quell even
the strong-minded Daniel Boone.
Miss Buchanan first came to Eastern
in 1923 to teach English and Speech. She
organized the drama department and
for forty years until 1964 directed plays
here.
In a radio interview recorded at the
campus radio station. Miss Buchanan
said that when she first came to Eastern
the campus consisted of only a few
buildings. As Miss Buchanan said
"There were the Roark and Cammack
buildings plus the Old University
Building. Also there was a small library
and two dormitories, Burnam and
Sullivan. The ravine had a small lake
behind it and it was overgrown with wild
flowers and bushes and trees."
The first theater facility was a stage
in the University Building. Here many
of the smaller productions were done.
"The greatest difficulty" Miss
Buchanan recalls "was to get from one
side of the stage to the other you had to
go out the fire escape and down across
to the other side."
Bigger productions were done in the
old gym where the Combs Building is
now. Here, too, there were problems as
there was no stage and the only time the
stage could be built was after everyone
had left the gym.
Finally in the late 20's Hiram Brock
Auditorium was built for the Little

Theater Drama group. Brock was used
until Miss Buchanan Theatre was
named. The theater is used at the
present time and it is here that the first
show of the season will be performed.
When asked about the type of plays
done while she was director, Miss
Buchanan replied, "Each year we did a
modern play such as Barber Square or
Dulcie and a classical play. Also each

semester a group of one act plays were
done. We also did in connection with the
music departmenta light opera such as
Madame Butterfly."
"Students have always been
delightful people" said Miss Buchanan.
Many people who have gone on to
greater fame were once her students.
One of Miss Buchanan's favorite and
best-kno "i student* was Lynn Rigg.
author of Green Grow The Lilacs.
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And no matter what you're ridin' in or on, you'll be
"going down the road feel in' good" in these contrast pocketed corduroy flares from Shelby.
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From $235.00
To the girl who knows what she
wants but not where to find it.
Match your style with our
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ask us.about our famous
Orange Blossom guarantee.
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Smith Park Observatory Open
For Viewing Last Frontier

Security Increases
Staff, Equipment
Eastern's Department of
Campus Safety and Security
has increased its staff and
acquired new equipment since
moving from their one-room
office in Burnam to the Brewer
Building last November.
The Security staff has increased approximately eight
per cent since last year, including six part time law enforcement students, two
secretaries and four bus
drivers.
According to Billy Lockridge,
director of the division,
Security is "more of a service,"
than the usual police department. Security also maintains
an ambulance service and
provides a place for coeds to
call dormitories if they have
been locked out.
New equipment for the
Security staff includes such
things as tape recorders,
fingerprilting equipment and a
new two-way radio system.
This is a substantial increase
over their previous equipment,
which was virtually none, due to
the lack of space. Security has
also
acquired
new
phniographic equipment.which

is being used during "panty
raids."
"These have just been more
of nuisance than anything,"
stated Mr. Lockridge, referring
to the recent raids on female
dorms. "We've had complaints
form some of the students about
them."
Pictures taken during raids
will be used to a student's
disadvantage should he. or she,
as the case may be, be caught or
be suspected of damaging any
school personnel or property.
Discussing his officers' power
of arrest, Mr. Lockridge stated
that the "same laws apply up
here as they do downtown."
Occasionally, officers have
Ihe opportunity to pursue this
power. This
opportunity
usually comes only with the use
of illegal drugs by Eastern
students.
Revenue from the approximately 15,000 tickets
written last year was turned
over to the University's general
fund. Most of the tickets were
issued for improper parking of
unregistered automobiles.

FOR QUICK & EFFICIENT SERVICE
IT'S

MARTINIZING
MOST IN DRY CLEANING

THE SPOTLIGHT is on Eastern's Smith Park students, faculty and staff can now view the
Observatory located on Kit Carson Drive. EKU heaens by usingthe observatory. It is open from

BY BETSEY BELL
Staff writer

WATCH FOR OUR SPECIALS
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday

3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY

623-3939

Photo by Jim Sh«phwd

TWO DRIVE -THRU
WINDOWS

Many of today's young
marrieds have proven that it is
possible to be married and
simultaneously receive a college
educationDue to the availability
of more scholarships, loans, and
jobs, couples find it relatively
comfortable finishing school
after taking their nuptial vows.
There are approximately 307

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
WELCOMES ALL BAND MEMBERS
PARTICIPATING IN
:*>:
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Marrieds Mix Matrimony And Matriculation

Featuring

students
interested
in
astronomy do not have a
mathematical background," he
said.
"From a scientific standpoint, astronomy is red hot,"
said Dr. Mahr. In the past few
years there has been a "flood of
new precision and discoveries,
such as telescopes, mounted on
spacecraft and the discovery of
hydrocarbon molecules in deep
space."
The field of astronomy it
virtually unlimited presenting
unnumbered possibilities.

Attorney General
Replies To CLA

Educational Bliss

RICHMOND ONE-HOUR CLEANERS

Light on film is accumulative;
it is not with the human eye.
Eastern provides PHY 230,
The stars are often referred to
General
Astronomy, credited as
as man's last frontier. For the
students at Eastern there is an a non-lab physical science, for
interested
in
opportunity to observe or students
become a part of the ex- astronomy. While enrollment at
ploration of this frontier as it Eastern has increased 10 per
folds into the pages of the ac- cent in the last two years, the
cumulated knowledge of man. enrollment in this course has
For the student who merely increased 200 per cent.
Although astronomy involves
wants to view this last frontier
there is the Smith Park Ob- a lot of math. Dr. Mahr said that
servatory on Kit Carson Drive. General Astronomy is taught
The observatory, which con- with logic. This is done because,
tains an eight inch telescope, is "We are aware that many
open to all students from 8:30 to
10:00 p.m. each Tuesday and
Thursday.
Dr. J.C. Mahr of the physics
department
said
knowledge of astronomy, limited
or otherwise, "puts you into
perspective." You become
aware of man's place in the
The Attorney General of
universe, of the extremely
Kentucky has refused to
small part, on a universal scale,
become involved in the alleged
that he actually plays.
offenses of the Richmond Police
The telescope provides the in answer to a request for his
only means by which man can legal assistance made by
actually look back into time.
the EKU Civil Liberties
For example, if the telescope is Association.
aimed at the far edge of our
In a letter of reply to CLA
galaxy, what we would see president
Harry
Prats,
would have happened 67,000 assistant Attorney General
years ago. This time travel is George F. Rabe suggested the
due to the fact that it takes a organization "consult with
light originating at the edge of counsel in private practice who
the galaxy 67,000 years to get will be adequately equipped to
here.
protect your legal righto in all of
The observatory holds oppor- the matters referred to in your
tunies for astrophotography letter."
which is an open field in
The "letter" from Prats and
photography. Due to the student body president Chuck
principles of photography and Kelhoffer asked for the correct
optics, the camera can receive arrest procedures for several
images that the eye cannot. offenses.
Rabe said that the Attorney
General's office had no
material available that would
clarify arrest procedures. He
further explained that in the
case of a violation of rights, the
attorney General would be the
representative of the state,
and would not serve as a
John Vickers, executive representative for the defense.
assistant to President Robert
Prats said that the CLA will
Martin, has assumed duties as again seek assistance from
president of the Central Ken- Richmond Mayor Wallace
tucky Education Association.
Maffet. The organization
The 5000-member CKEA held originally said that the Mayor
its annual meeting last Friday had given "unsatisfactory"
here on campus.
aide when contacted by ihe
The new president-elect of the
Association, Don Trivette,
Fayette County, and the new
vice president, Ralph Estes,
Lincoln County, were presented
at the meeting. They were
elected the previous evening by
the CKEA's Delegate Assembly
Three years ago the Kentucky
Also elected by the Assembly
Law Enforcement Council was
werefour new board members:
established through the effort of
Preston Parrett, Rockcastle
the university's administration
County; Billie' Pope, Fayette
and
the Kentucky Police OfCounty; Jane Graham, Bourbon
ficers
Association. Since then
County; and Don Whittaker,
interest in 'Law and EnHarrison County.
forcement' has become high at
Outgoing president Arthur
Eastern.
Corns, Winchester, presided at
The council consists of 16
the CKEA meeting.
professionals in law enSpeaker for this year's
meeting was Dr. Andrew David forcement, government and
education. "They represent an
Holt, former president of the
impressive accumulation of
University of Tennessee and the
knowledge, public service and
National Education Association
and now educational consultant personal commitment to the
Commonwealth," reads the
of several firms.
Candidates for the office of KLEC Annual Report.
State Superintendent of Public
Would Like To Forget
Instruction,
Dr.
Lymari
Ginger, Democrat, and Mrs.
Assistant Director of the
Jewell Hamilton, Republican, KLEC Staff Bert Hawkins said,
aslo spoke at the meting.
"The council is basically
responsible for Kentucky police
officer training programs. "He
said that they maintain a school
to train and certify instructors.
Hawkins said, that although it
is state supported, police
training in Kentucky is not
mandatory but voluntary. They
try to sell police officers on
becoming professional.
"We operate in three areas
of training," said Hawkins, We
have a mobile police training
BY JACK BOWMAN
Staff Writer

EASTERN'S BAND DAY
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KENNY'S DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT

U.S. 23

RICHMOND

married students living on
campus. These couples live in
efficiencies, trailers, and one
and two bedroom apartments."
Dwight and Becky Brown,
seniors from Breckenridge
County, live in an efficiency in
Brockton. Concerning the advantages of married life in
school, Becky said, "You have
more privacy and it's quieter
here." She explained that she
doesn't feel as pressured with
her schedule. She said, "Dwight
goes to class two hours before I
do. I get up before him and have
time to do the housework."
Dwight explained that he has
more time to study. He added ."I
take school more seriously. I
don't goof off as much." When
asked if he felt isolated Dwight
said, "Since I'm in a fraternity
I 'm still able to see my friends."
Dwight is a member of Sigma
Chi fraternity. He added. "Most
of our entertainment is with the
fraternity."
Speaking of expenses Becky
said, "We don't have a strict
budget, but we try to watch our
money. Food is not that much
cheaper, but it's cheap enough
that it helps." One of the big
advantages Becky explaiined.
"is getting our meat free from
my father's farrn^.
"That's
the big part of the grocery
bill."
Richard and Debbie Cooke,
both from Lexington live in a
one bedroom apartment in
Brockton. Richard, a P.E.
major, is on the football team
and is attending school on a
scholarship.
"Richard's
scholarship really helps a lot."
said Debbie. Debbie is enrolled
in one class and works for the
'social science department. "I

doubt that I'll graduate." she
said.
w
Debbie and Richard also
thought that they had more
privacy. They don't feel
isolated. "I go to all the games
and we do things with other
married students." said Debbie. She added that they try to
find things that don't cost
money. "We don't pay to see a
show like we use to when we
were dating."
Richard explained that he and
Debbie are not on a budget. "We
try to watch our money. We
don't worry about it, once you
spend it there's nothing left to
worry about."
Debbie said that she would
tell anyone to get married if
they couldn't wait. Richard
explained "I wouldn't advise
it unless they had'some money."
Michael and Sharon Flesher
live in a two bedroom apartment in Brockton with their two
children.
Michael,
a
sophomore majoring in Art
plans to teach after he
graduates. He explained that he
works part-time at Holiday Inn
and sometimes takes a
semester out for full time work.
Sharon, works as a secretary
for the Bookstore. She explained that there was not much
free time between working and
being a mother. She said that
many of the other girls in
Brockton help with babysitting,
but they plan to have a hired
babysitter when she starts
working.
Michael explained, "As far as
social life goes, it's built-in." He
said that many of the couples in
Brockton are "in a way like a
big family."

ANDY HAS BEEN CROWING
ABOUT SERVING
THE BEST PIZZA

John Vickers
To Head
'72 CKEA

CLA. In the future. Prats said
specific cases will be
documented by CLA and
brought to the attention of legal
authorities.
Prats said that a number of
colleges and universities have
established legal aide funds for
protection of students. All
students pay a nominal fee per
semester to provide for legal
counseling and assistance.
Prate suggested that Eastern
begin such a fund.
"All we (CLA) want is a fair
deal for students. There's
definitely room for increased
mutual
respect
between
students and law enforcement
officers." Prate said that there
is "definitely a need for an
active
civil
liberties
organization" at Eastern.

Theater Opens
71-72 Season

i

The Eastern
Kentucky
University Theatre will open its
1971-72 season with a new
version of Oliver Goldsmith's
She Stoops to Conquer.
She Stoops to Conquer will
play at the University Theatre
8:00 p.m. on October 7, 8, 9,
13, 14,15, 16. Reservations may
be made by calling 622-5980 or
622-5851. Tickets are $1.25 for
students, $1.75 for others.

Law Enforcement
Sees Interest Grow
unit and a trailer, used in instructing small departments
thoughout the state." This unit
is very sucessful; in the first
year over 500 men were trained
in 30 different communitites.
Sessions Presented
In the third area he said, "The
KLEC presents 15 various kinds
of specialized training sessions,
usually lasting about a week."
Hawkins said that such,
courses as police management,
photography, weapons training
and command decisions are
taught. He said, "We instruct
classes nine months a year,
with two or three going at onv
ce."
Have Seven Instructors
There are now seven full time
instructors, three of whom
graduated with A.A. and B.S.
degrees from Eastern's School
of Law Enforcement. The
KLEC invites many guest
speakers in order to complete
their staff of instructors.
Completely divorced from
Eastern, KLEC exists independently of the university.
According to Hawkins, "We
function here at Eastern as
guests of the university."

IN TOWN!

BE OUR GUESTS!
THIS COUPON WORTH

t

THIS COUPON WORTH

% PRICE

y2 PRICE

ON ANY ORDER

ON ANY ORDER

ON A MEAL FOR ONE PERSON
COUPON GOOD THRU
EDNESDAY OCTOBER 20, 1971
YOU MUST HAVE COUPON

NO ONE HAS PROVED HIM WRONG YET

WE DELIVER TOO

623-5400

ON A MEAL FOR ONE PERSON
COUPON GOOD THRU
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 20, 1971
YOU MUST HAVE COUPON

c

CALL 623-1578 WIN
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BB Ready On Your Arrival
Arrlv

TAX SHELTERED ANNUITIES
NOW AVAILABLE
FROM YOUR LOCAL AGENT

McPHERSON INSURANCE
SERVICE
106 St. GEORGE-COLLEGE PARK CENTER

John Hancock Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE CO.
BEN McPHERSON DAVE GRAHAM

A

110 SOUTH SECOND STREET

LIFE-HOME-AUTO-HEALTH

623-8626
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BOO County Fair
Beta Omicron
Gamma
fraternity will hold lu second
annual
"County
Fair"
tomorrow at IS noon and will
run until dark. The fair will take
place behind Palmer Hall. The
three categories for competition
will be Fraternity, Sorority, and
Independent.
There will be 33 trophies
given, including: One for "Miss
County Fair", one for "Best
Booth", and six for "MostSpirit Overall Points" (1st and
2nd place ■ in all three
categories.)
The schedule of events is:
Horseshoe Pitch-2:00; Checker
Contest-2:20; Stilt Wall-2:40;
Sack
Race-3:40;
Army
Wrestling-4:10; Egg Throw
4:30; Cider Drink-4:S0; Turtle
Race-5:30.
' "County Fair Dance" will be
given, featuring the "EXILES",
Sat. night in the Student
Union Building.
All awards will be presented at this
dance. For further information
contact: Paul Sagareae 6254341, Charlie Ewards 625-5231,
Tom Blevins 625-4021.
Pick Up ID'S
All persons who had their
pictures taken for ID'S during
registration should pick up their
cards in Coates 212.
Organizational Pictures
Organization pictures are to
be taken Oct. 4,5, ft 6, in the
Ferrell Room of the Combs
Building. The organisation
pictures are to be taken as
follows:
Monday. Oct.4

6:00
6:30
7:00
- 7:15
7:30
8:00

Home Economics Club
ACE
Alpha Sigma Epsilon
Newman Club
Caduceus Club
French Club

Tuesday, Oct. S
6:00 Accounting
6:30 AUSA
6:45 Military Police
7:00 FCA
7:15 Circle K
7:30 Agriculture Club
8:00 Baptist Student Union
8:30 WRA
9:00 Men's Interdorm
Wednesday. Oct.6
6:00 Catalina Club
6:30
Christian Student
Fellowship
7:00 Biology Gub
7:15 Democrats
7:30 Wesley Foundation
9:00 Assoication of Law
Enforcement
Order Textbooks
Forms for ordering textbooks
for the second semester must be
returned to the bookstore no
later than tomorrow.

Illinois last August, is also
president of the Kentucky
Driver and Traffic Safety
Organization.
When asked if he had expected to be elected, Miller said
"Oh no! We're Just a young
center starting up. and we were
competing with the larger and
older ones."
Miller will "run the whole
program" at the next national
convention, which will be in
Pallas. Activities at the convention are mainly programs to
show that work is being done in
the various departments of
driver and traffic safety.
Derm Activities
The following activities were
announced by Miss Mary Glass
and Mr. Ben Nankivell,
Residence Hall Program
Directors:
—Arts and Crafts will be
taught each Thursday night in
the Administration Building by
Mrs. Polly Howard. Working
with a great
variety of
materials, the group will have
the September 30th meeting in
the Conference Room on the
second floor. For information
contact Mrs. Howard at 6223814.
-A"Fall Fashion Revue"
featuring men and women's
clothing will be presented at 8
p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 5, in theFerrell Room. All students who
are interested in modeling or
working with the show should
contact Miss Mary Glass (3073)
or Ben Nankivell (3984). There
is no admission charge —Horseback Riding at Daniel
Boone Riding Stables is again
being offered at a discount for
2.25. Call Mary Glass,
Residence Hall Program
Director, for reservations for
the 4:00 p.m. Monday, October
4th ride — 622-3073.
—A Magic Show followed by a
coffee house will be held in
Martin Hall on Saturday, October 2nd at 8 p.m.
—A coffee house featuring
Dtanne Ayer* will be held in
Commonwealth Hall at 8 p.m.,
Wednesday, October 6th.
Medical or Dental College
Dr. John L. Meisenheimer,
Professor of Chemistry, has
indicated that students applying
for admission to medical or
dental college next year should
contact him now (Moore 339)
for an appointment with the
Premedical Sciences Committee.
Dr. Meisenheimer said that
he has general information and
application procedures not only
for medical and dental colleges,
but also for schools of
osteopathic medicine and
podiatry.

——

(h-ganizalions Editor
filled up the lobby. Everybody
likes them, and the movies are
good."
Some of the films which may
be shown in the near future are
the Rolling Stones, the Best of
Baseball 1960, National Football
League Highlights 1958, Ski
Adventure, Famous General
Series: MacArthur, and the
American Trail 1956.
The schedule for the weekly
showings are as follows:
Monday, Todd and Dupree.
Tuesday, Martin and Commonwealth. Wednesday, Keen
and Palmer and Thursday,
O'Donnell and Mattox.

AUTOGRAPH PARTY
featuring

No Smoking
All instructors are reminded
of the University policy which
prohibits
smoking
in
classrooms by either students
or faculty.
Alpha Kappa Delta

Alpha Kappa Delta, a
national honorary sociology
fraternity, has been recognized
by the Faculty Senate and
officially
established
at
Eastern.
Alpha Kappa Delta has
chapters
established
throughout the United States.
Eastern's chapter is the third
one established in Kentucky;
the other two are at U.K. and
Western. The Eastern Chapter
is known as the Gamma of
Kentucky.
They held their first meeting
since their national recognition
last Tuesday night. They
elected their officers for the
upcoming year. They are:
President, Ronda Grueninger;
Vice President, Donna Crossfield, and Secretary-Treasurer-Lonnie Lefevers. Their adviser Dr. Amiya Mohanty was
elected by student votes. He is an
alumni of Alpha Kappa Delta
and presently is in the process
of changing his membership to
the Gamma Chapter'.
AKD is open to all social work
and sociology majors
or
minors who have have 10 hours
of sociology and high scholastic
standing.
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TKE Guide
This is the last week for freshmen women to have their
picture taken for ke TKE Guide
to
Freshmen
women.
Photographers will be at the
following dorms:
Burnam-Tuesday 2-4 p.m.
Case-Monday 9-11 a.m. GayTuesday 9-11 a.m. CombsTuesday 12-2 p.m. KeithThursday 2-4 p.m. McGregorTuesday 1-3 p.m. SullivanThursday
12-2
p.m.
Cwens Car Wash

Eastern's Mu chapter of
Cwens will hold a car wash
Friday October 1st from 11 a.m.
There will be a French dinner to 6 p.m. at the Arco service
Baptist Student Union
consisting of French delicacies station on the by-pass. The
1 presented by the Circle Franca is
charge will be 91.00 for the
The Baptist Student Union
will sponsor a hayride begin- Club tomorrow at 7:00 p.m. exterior of a car and $1.50 for
ning at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow. All This dinner will be held in the the exterior and interior.
interested people should meet Kentucky Utilities Building on
at the Baptist Student Center. Madison and Water Streets.
The dinner will cost $2.00 per
Cost will be 50 cents per person.
person.
Everyone is invited.
In order for the Circle Franca is
ORE Applications
Gub to prepare this dinner, it is
The Graduate Record Exam necessary to have an etimate of
will be administered at Eastern persons attending. A 92.00 fee
on October 23, the national per person will be collected by
testing date. Applications may Dr. G. Scruggs in his office in
be obtained in the Institutional the Cammack Building.
Research office on the fourth
Variety Films
floor of the Jones Building.
The men's residence halls A buckledup slip-on
, Completed applications must
be received by Educational have been set up with a with a look bo r rowed
Testing Service. Princeton, program that allows variety
from history. Burnished
N.J.. bv Oct. 5 for this test date, filmsto be shown weekly. The
brown old-world leather.
me fee is 18 for the aptitude films, which include sports and
The perfect match for
adventure,
will
be
shown
test and 99 for an advanced test.
your traditional clothes
through spring vacation.
Miller Elected
Besides the resident men.
BLACK
Dr. Jerry Miller, of Eastern's females are also invited to
OR
traffic safety department, has attend the showings set at
BROWN
been elected National Chair- any of the halls.
man of Higher Education of the
One of the students who saw a
American Driver and Traffic previous
showing
waa
Safety Association.
sophomore Jerry Smith. When
Miller, elected at the national asked if he though it was a
convention in Springfield. success, he said. "Yeah, they
French Dinner

ROBLEE.
presents the

Old World
Look

author
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September 30

2:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.
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WALLACE'S BOOK STORE

'Home Cooked Food'
N. 2nd St.

B & H SHOES
UNIVERSITY
SHOPPING CENTER

292 South Second St.

Downtown - Richmond
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Undefeated Colonels Shoot
For Fourth Win! Saturday

Korner
UTK S

BY JIM KURK
Progress Sports Editor

Big League Playoffs Begin
It's almost October again, and to hatfthalgan*
October means World Series time. This Saturday the
major league playoffs begin, and fans should see
both slugging and excellent pitching as the
divisional winners clash to determine who plays in
this year's series.
As of the time of this writing (Tuesday), three of
the divisional championships have already been
clinched with the fourth, the National League
Western Division, still up for grabs between the Los
Angeles Dodgers and the San Francisco Giants. This
week, the Giants, with a one game lead, started a
three game series with the last place San Diego
Padres while the Dodgers took on the Houston
Astros in a three game set, and because of the one
game edge and the fact that they played a weaker
team, the Giants should haven taken the Western
flag.
Regardless of who wins in the West, though,
neither the Giants nor Dodgers should be able to
whip the powerful Pittsburgh Pirates, the National
League East champion. The Pirates have the best
collection of sluggers in big league ball this year
with Willie Stargell, having his best season ever,
leading a bunch that includes perennial All-Star
Roberto Clemente, Manny fianguillen, and Dave
Cash (to name a few).
Both the Giants and Dodgers are good hitting
teams. San Francisco has an edge in power with
Willie Mays, Wille McCovey, and Bobby Bonds, but
the Dodgers have a great assortment of high
average hitters led by Willie Davis and Wes Parker.
All three of the contenders have fairly good pitching,
with each club led by an ace hurler (Juan Marichal
of SF, 20 game winner Al Downing, the likely
comeback player of the year, of LA, and Dock Ellis
of the Pirates). Still, this series should be dominated
by the sluggers, and this will please the majority of
baseball fans who like to see plenty of action on the
base paths.
The American League Playoff, between two
runaway winners, the Baltimore Orioles in the East
and the Oakland Athletics in the West.ought to be a
feast for the hard-core fans who appreciate good

■

BY JIM KURK
Sport* Editor
The Colonels will go after
their second straight OVC
victory and fourth straight win
of the season as they take on the
Austin Peay Governors this
Saturday at Hanger Field in the
annual Band Day game. Kickoff
time is 2 p.m., with high school
bands from all over Kentucky
and a few from other states
performing at halftime.
Eastern got a big break this
past weekend when the
previously winless Middle
Tennessee club upset conference favorite Morehead 9-7.
The Colonels now have a great
chance to break far out in front
in the titie chase, and a win over
the power minded Governors
would be a big step in that
direction.
Austin Peay has not exactly
been the picture of consistency
so far this season. The Govs got
off to a terrific start as they
destroyed favored and then
highly regarded Troy Sate 34-0,
but last Saturday they ran into
Western's lightning fast attack
and absorbed a 46-7 shellacking.
While the Governors were
badly beaten last weekend, the
score is not a true indication of
their strength. As Western
coach Jimmy Feix noted, the
Governors greatest weapon is

:

•

Llnebacklng Is Strong

I

Leading the defensive assault
are end Jim Hushes, who was
elected OVC defensive player of
the week for his effort against
Troy (eight tackles and four
assists), and linebacker Bill
Blair. Hughes, a senior, led the
Govs in tackles his sophomore
year, and although he is one of
the smallest ends in the conference (ISO), he is also
one of the toughest and
quickest.
Blah-,
an
honorable
mention
AllOVCcholce last season when he
was the Govs' second leading
tackier, also turned in a strong
ooening game effort : five
unassisted tackles and one
interception).
Austin Peay has some other
solid defenders, also. Huge
Bonnie Sloan, a 6-5,265 pounder,
anchors the defensive line. As
a
freshman
in
1969,

"The team is really beginning
to shape up."
For Eastern, Tom Findley
finished llth. Steve Wooldrige
The Eastern cross country 16th, Kirk Davis 17th, Don
team's latest event was at Stone Ma loney 19th and James Sebree
Mountain in Atlanta, Georgia. 26th, giving the team a total of
There, out of 150 competitiors, 89 points.
Eastern brought home the
The Florida Track Club,
second place trophy.
composed of outstanding
"I am very pleased with our graduates took the first five
performance at Stone Moun- places, giving them 15 points
tain." said Coach Plummer. and the meet. To mention a
couple of their runners, Ken
Meaner, who finished first, rah
7th in the 1970 NCAA meet.
Fourth place was taken by
Eastern graduate Grant
Colohour, a seven time All
American.
This (semi-pro) team would
be stiff competition for any
*
college team to complete with.
Eastern lost to them, but beat all
the college teams, so they are
finally on the move.
BY JOE GIBSON
Staff Writer

The linebacking is probably
the unit's strongest sector.
Besides Blair, it includes three
year starter David Phillips,
defensive captain Gerald NOble
(six unassisted tackles and an
interception agianst Troy), and
Daryl Page, who was also
standout in the opener.
Offensively, Fhe Governors
rely on a crunching ground
attack led by halfback* Kenny
Johnson and Art Hicks. Johnson
led the club in rushing last
year and placed sixth in the OVC
with 523 yards, and Hicks, the
clubs fastest back, picked up 74
yards against Troy including
two touchdowns.
After the Governor's first
game, Dupes remarked that
"the job turned in by our offensive backs was all we bad
expected, but our passing game
shows that it needs more work."
The passing game is in the
hands of two sophomore
quarterbacks who saw some
duty last season as freshmen.
Mike Johnson, who was named
OVC offensive player of the
week in the Govs' victory over
Murray last year, has won the
starting nod over his fellow
sophomore, David Walker, who
led the team in passing last last
seasin (48 out of 98 passes for
482 yards).

Frosh Basketball
Tryouts Scheduled
All freshmen interested in
trying out for the freshman
basketball team should report
for tryouts on Monday, October
18, at 7:00 p.m. in the Alumni
Coliseum. Everyone should
bring his own shoes and
practice equipment.

Photo Submitted
j^. COLONELS' ALL CONFERENCE, tailback, Middle Tennessee laat year, hopes to cap off his
Jiinmy Brooks Ued an ovc ^^n, m EMtern's
career this season with his fourth straight year of
B.14 wln oya g^ Tennessee last Saturday night
All Conference regnition and all All-American
^^ he Kond M ,,„„„ „, four touchdown runs, award.
The 5-10,180 pounder, shown here in action against
,

Intramural Swimming Starts,
Tug-O-War Is Successful
BY JOHN NELSON
Staff Writer
Men's intramural swimming
will begin Wednesday, October
6 at 5:30 p.m. in the Alumni
Coliseum pool. To enter, one
must obtain an entry blank
from Room 213 in the Begley
Building before Friday, October
1. All year trophy points .will be
awarded. Each point made in a
meet will be multiplied by
three. There will be nine events.
Each organization is aUowed
two men in each event and no
man may swim in more than
three events. The events are:

WE'RE NUMBER

Austin Peay-7 i

WKU-33

East Tennsnit 18

Morehead-27
lLT"(cT^jh24

J*.™.'*]!:}!
Middle TennwsH-20

Auburn-36

UK-IOJ

UL-17

bayton-16

AlabamaJ25
Tennessee-30

?k.^!l?:?i
Florida-14

Notre bame-28

Michigan State-12

Rifle Team Opens
The EKU rifle team opens its
season with a home match this
Saturday against Murray State.

California-8
Oklahoma-17
«••••

Texas-36?M?.H:A5.
Madison Central-36

Garrard Co.-12

Richmond Madison-18

Knox Central-7

Last Week's %-80%

Season %-67%

Photo Submitted

THIS WEEKS' HEADHUNTER BACK of the week, Junior
linebacker James Croudep, displays the form that won him AllConference honors last season as he is shown herewalloping an
Eastern Michigan ballcarrier in a game last year. Croudep, 510, 213 pounder, had eight unassisted tackles and dropped the
passer twice in last Saturday's victory over East Tennessee.

TOLLY- HO

RESTAURANT
9f>m 24 MRS DAILY

Jimmy Brooks, Eastern's All Mike Nicholson, a junior from
Conference senior tailback Miami, Florida. Nicholson has
from Louisville, is this week's been hampered by injuries for
"Renegade Back of the Week." most of his career, but this
In last Saturday night's victory season he has been a tower of
over East Tennessee, Brooks strength on the fefensive line
tied an OVC record by scoring and has come up with a good
four touchdowns, on runs of 4,4, performance in each of the first
18, and 3 yards, while gaining 88 three games.
yards in 21 attempts.
Tennessee Tech fullback Jeff
The "Renegade Lineman of Axel has been named the OVC's
the Week" Is senior tight end "Offensive Player of the Week."
James Wilson, the Colonels' In Tech's 27-3 victory over
offensive captain.
Last Murray last weekend, Axel
Saturday Wilson, who Is star- gained 129 yards in 22 carries on
ting for the fourth straight year a muddy field, and scored two
at the tight end post, had the touchdowns on runs of one and
highest blocking percentage 13 yards.
among the interior linemen.
The league has named
Linebacker James Croudep, a Western cornerback Bob
first team All-Conference McGrath its "Defensive Player
selection last year, is the of the Week." In the Hilltop"Headhunter Back of the pers'
impressive
46-7
Week." The junior from Jef- destruction of Austin Peay laat
ferson ville, Indiana, had his Saturday, McGrath scored his
best game so far this season team's first touchdown on a
Saturday night as he had eight interception and 32 yard rununassisted tackles, two assists, back. He also partially blocked
and nailed the opposing passer a punt and made 15 tackles,
for a loss twice.
three of which nailed the ball
This week's "Headhunter carrier for losses.
Lineman" is defensive end

Charlos Bogl«

STOP IN AND TRY OUR

John York. Jr.

Bobby Jack Smith

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

/

Appolntmontt Are Available)

MEN'S HAIRSTYLING, LTD

BANK OF RICHMOND!

Porter and Spanfter Drive

6239218

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

i

here on Saturday afternoon.
Eastern beat Murray by a
score of 7-3. Sue Boone, filling
the number one spot in singles
competition for Eastern,
defeated her opponent, Patsy
Beauchamp, 6-2 and 04. Miss
Boone, a highly respected
player, felt that she got off to a
(Continued On Page Seven)

DINING ROOM • CAHRY OUT • ^M

* 2 EGGS. TOAST & COFFEE

I

won and became the Unversity
tug-o-war champions.
Another big success for the
men's intramural program has
been the faculty men's singles
tennis tournament. There were
nineteen entries. The Office of
Men's Intramurals considers
this excellent in that faculty
tennis is something new at
Eastern. Entries for men's
doubles close Friday, October 1.
Call the intramural office
between 1 and 3 any afternoon.
The number is 5434.
Couples night was also a
successful event and couples
are urged to continue coming
each Friday night from six to
ten p.m. to take advantage of
the facilities for recreation in
the Begley Building.

Team, OVC Stars Named

I

University Shopping Center

The tug-o-war tournament,
held Wednesday, September 22,
was a big success. Mr. Jennings, Director of Men's Intramurals, said there was a
turnout of around 1500 observers. According to Mr.
Jennings, "they loved it." A
round between the fraternities,
won by Sigma Chi, and a round
between the independents, won
by PBR, was highlighted by the
meeting of the two. Sigma Chi

Eastern's women's tennis
team continued their winning
streak last week by defeating
Murray on Friday and by
completely dominating a
triangular match with Indiana
university and Marshall held

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ohio State-33
._„.

200 Medley Relay
100 Free Style
SO Back Stroke
50 Breast Stroke
50 Butterfly
Diving
60 Free Style
100 Individual Medley
200 Free Realy

BY JOHN NELSON
Staff Writer

Girls' Football
Meeting Held
A meeting was held Wednesday night concerning girls
football. All girls interested
should attend a meeting which
is to be held tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in Weaver Gym. The rules of
girls flag football will be explained. If the turnout is good,
there is a possibility of forming
a league.
The deadline for entries in
girls intramural volleyball is
Friday, October 22. There will
be a volleyball clinic on Wednesday, October 20 for the
purpose of explaining rules. The
exact time will be announced at
a later date.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Women's Tennis Wins

'ONE'
LETS GET 'EM COLONELS

EKU-28

I

Hughes Leads Defense

Sloan made a second team allconference, but he missed six
games with an injury last year.
Against Troy, he was tat on ten
tackles, blocked a field goal
attempt, and recovered a
fumble, so he appears to be
back in form

Cross Country Places
Second At Stone Mountain

(Continued On Pace Seven)
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their power. "They like to.
up and Just come after
said Feix, "but after we jumped
ahead early we made them open
up their game and that hurt
them."
In the Troy Sate shutout, the
Gov defense turned in a superbteam effort and Coach Bill
Dupes hopes they will revert to
that form this weekend. Against
Troy they picked off four passes
and recovered three fumbles.

EASTERN BY-F ASS

RICHMOND

Off Eastern By-Pass By July's
Dial 623-9128

•••••\
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Mistakes Costly To Buccaneers
As Eastern Takes 28-14 Victory! :,pj
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Colonels Look Good
;
In Fall Baseball Games

•.

r" ■**« ;
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BYKENGL'LLETTE
with 9:11 left in the period.
SUff Writer
On the kickoff folio wing the
touchdown, the Bucs fumbled
There has been some action
again and Colonel linebacker
on the baseball field during the
Ed King recovered the ball on
post weeks, with the Colonels
the East Tennessee 16. On the
practicing hard, and with good
first play from scrimmage,
results, for the fall baseball
Brooks went over for another
season. This is the first year for
TD, and Chip Brockman's third
faU baseball, and the Colonels
Colonels Coaster With Drive
successful point after attempt
have won all three games
The Buc's Alex Todt, who made it 11-7.
played so fsr.
finished with 148 yards rushing
East Tennessee's Rich
The Colonels best Berea in
in IS tries in the game, sprinted McGlothlin, the OVC's leading
the first game, 4 to 1. Last
37 years for East Tennessee's passer who completed IS of 25
Thursday they met Kentucky
first touchdown, but the aerials for 124 yards, countered
Wesleyan here at Eastern and
Colonels countered with a nine- with a 16 yard scoring toss to
defeated them in a double
play, 79 yard scoring drive, freshman receiver Bill Miller
header 2-0 and 44.
highlighted by senior tight end later in the third period, but the
According to head coach
James Wilson's 25 yard end Colonels put the game out of
Jack Hissom, these fall games
around sweep and capped by reach in the fourth stanza when
count on the record, but there
PhotoSubmlttsd
Brooks' first TD with 4:26 left in Brooks scored his fourth touchwas a rumor going around that
EASTERN'S OFFENSIVE CAPTAIN, tight end Jsmes Wilson,
the first quarter.
down from three yards out.
the split season would make
is in his fourth straight year as a starter on the Colonel offensive
After a scoreless second
The Colonels suffered no
some players ineligible.
line. A senior from Huntsville, Alabama, Wilson is being
period, the Colonels capitalized serious injuries during the
"I don't see their thinking, do
counted upon to provide leadership as well as solid blocking in
on the young Buccaneers' contest, but are "pretty bruised
you?" Hissom asked when told
the Colonelss' drive to the OVC crown this year. He led the squad
"Mainly, we were missing mistakes to move out in front in up," according to coach Kidd.
of the rumor. "School starts in
in touchdown receptions last year with three.
assignments on our defensive the third quarter. Eaatern
■ the fall and ends in the spring.
stunts in the first half," Kidd linebacker Doug Greene ~~~
.
_
• i_ v
But we're not playing anyone in
pointed out. "We made some recovered a Buc fumble at the Starting FoUlth Straight I ear
adjustments at halftime and East Tennessee 10 yard line, ^
.
_.~ .,,
Baseball Playoffs
gave up only 18 yards rushing in and three plays later Brooks
the second half."
again scored from the four to
Three more touchdowns by put the Colonels in front 14-7

"You can always count on a
battle from them," Mid
Eastern football coach Roy
Kidd about East Tennessee,
"but they always seem
especially fired up for us."
The situation was no different
at Johnson City, Tenn., last
Saturday night. Eastern opened
its Ohio Valley Conference slate
successfully and kept its record
perfect after three games with a
28-14 victory over the Buccaneers, but it was a battle.
East Tennessee opened its
bag of surprises early and
converted an onslde kick on the
opening kickoff. They scored in
four plays and, although a 4yard touchdown by tailback
Jimmy Brooks tied the score at
7-7, the Colonels seemed offbalance the rest of the first half.
Missed Assignments

Brooks in the final two periods
tied a Conference record of four
TD's in one game and gives the
Cols' all-OVC speedster six
tallies for the season. He was
Eastern's leading groundgainer for the evening with 88
yeards in 21 carries.
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Women's Tennis Squad Continues Streak

a v

W
EASTERN
WESTERN
TENNESSEE TECH
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
MOREHEAD
AUSTIN PEAY
MURRAY
EAST TENNESSEE

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

Points

T

w

L

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
2
1
1
1
1
0

n
0
n
2
1
1
1
3

T Off.
69
0
79
0
54
0
23
0
36
0
41
0
35
0
48
0

Def
S3
14
70
59
IS
46
49
73

September 30—Thursday
THE MAGIC GARDEN OF
STANLEY
SWEETHEART
(R) ROMANTIC COMEDY
Don Johnson, Linda Git l in,
Michael Greer. Holly Ntar
October 1 * 2
Friday & Saturday
IT'S A MAD, AAAD, AAAD
WORLD (G) Comedy
Spencer Tracy, Milton Stria, Sid
Caetar. Buddy Hackett, Ethel
Merman
___^^_
October S & 6
T.«sday & Wednesday
A NEW L«F (G) Comedy
Waller Mattheu, Elaine May
October 8 & •
Friday «. Saturday
THE GIRL WHO COULDN'T
SAY NO (GP) Comedy
George Segal, Vlrna Llsl, Llla
Kedrova. AKIm TamlroH
October 12 «. 14
Tuesday &
Thursday
VANISHING POINT (GP)
Drama
Barry
Newman,
Charlotte
Rampllng. Dean Jagger

■ Show Starts 1:00 P.M.
Admission 71 cents - Children
(—Bar U) SS cents

Jtm

-«.**.■» #-C-t a* •>.».*•■.-- --.».«».»• r +

dBs>
5F

Selected Short Suhiectt
All Program*
Ticket OH ice Openi 7:30 p.m.

a

.

e>»«*

Jftej

A

**

FREE FRIES

WITH EVERY 79* ORDER FROM NOW

Last Weeks' OVC Scares

Eastern 28, East Tennessee 14
Western 46, Austin Peay 7
Middle
Tennessee
9,
Morehead 7
Tennessee Tech 27, Murray 3
••

ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM RROCK
AUDITORIUM

1971, Vida Blue, heading their staff which also includes two proven veteran hurlers, Chuck Dobson
and Catfish Hunter, but the defending World
Champion Orioles' staff has produced a modern
baseball rarity-four 20-game winners in the same
year.
Those four-Dave McNally, Mike Cuellar, Pat
Dobson and Jim Palmer-are big plus factors for the
Orioles. Baltimore also has a big edge in experience
in key games, as the A's have never really been in a
pressure situation (they were never pennant contenders before 1971, and won their division with no
trouble this year), and the Orioles seem to have
better hitting with the Robinsons (Frank and
Brooks) and Boog Powell (even though he was in a
slump all year). The A's have power in Reggie
Jackson, but not much else as far as offense goes, so
look for Baltimore to take its third straight
American League pennant.
The Series? The Oriole pitching staff looks plenty
tough, but they haven't faced a hitting team like the
Pirates. They say good pitching will beat good
hitting, but on a hunch we'll go with Pittsburgh.
r ~-g** .

ft

flionhint
1971 OVC Standings
Cot tference All

i-

BYJERALDCOMBS

SUff Writer
both of her matches 6-5. "I
choked," said Miss Ausherman,
For the past four years when
"I shouldn't have given her one Eastern has taken the ball on
game." She was referring to her offense, number 89, James
Marshall opponent.
Wilson has been lining up at
tight end. Wilson, who came
Sue Boone again showed here from Huntsville, Alabama,
great strength in that her op- took over the position back in
ponents could hardly return her 1968 when Eastern exhibited a
serve. She wen both of her free lance passing offense, and
matches 6-1.
he is still there now as the
Ann Flynn, the only senior on Colonels have shifted to s
this years squad, is playing in conservative ground attack.
the number seven position. She Both ways have proved sucwon her matches 6-2. Ann haa cessful as Eastern has never
great confidence in this years had a losing season since James
team because they are younger enrolled here.
and stronger than before.
The Job of the tight end is
Although the other schools have threefold, according to James.
shown some improvement, she He says, "My Job is to block,
feels Eastern will remain un- catch, and run in that order."
defeated.
Wilson also holds down another
Eastern's women's field important Job for Eastern, as he
hockey team faced a determined is in his second year as coIndiana University Saturday captain.
and waa defeated 3-1. Marsha
Sterchi, playing the wing
As co-captain, Wilson's Job is
position, scored the only goal
to discuss penalties, disputed
for Eastern.
calls, and timeouts with the
officials during a game, and to
serve aa a team leader. The last'

(Continued From Page Six)
shaky start but soon gained her
confidence. She contributed the
shaky start to the fact that this
was the first match of the
season. Sue's opponent had high
praise for her in all phases of
1
the gsme.
Perhaps the most evenly
matche pair was Kathy Eicher
Eastern's number two player,
and her Murray opponent.
Y >>u Kathy won by a score of 7-5,5-5.
In the opiion of her teammates,
Kathy's ability to stay cool was
what won it for her.
In the triangular match held
no. on Martin courts Saturday at
1:30 p.m.. Eastern came out
on top with a score of 134. In"*l diana nd Marshall scored 97 and
Bni
"73 respectively.
Playing in the number six
position in singles competition
for Eastern was Lois Ausberman, a sophomore Medical
Technology major from
Lexington, Kentucky. Lois won

yard dash in 4.7 seconds.
Offensive line coach Bob
Harville spoke highly of Wilson
both as s person and a player.
"James is a real good blocker,"
said Harville, "and he has
really toughened up since he
first came to Eastern. His
performance last Saturday
night against East Tennessee
(for which he received the
Colonels' weekly Renegade
Lineman award) waa one of the
best I've seen as a blocker."
Wilson believes Eastern's
passing attack is improving. He
said, "With our rushing game
as good as it is, opponents don't
respect our passing game
enough and that makes it easier
for the receivers to get open."
It would be great to see James
Wilson get open a few times this
season, catch a Bob Flicker
pass, and with those long,
deerlike strides take the ball
across the goal line.

MOTION FIC

Start Saturday

Captain Wilson Leads GridderSp^-^/-, ^ tovettW8^Uooof
Job mentioned is probably the
most important.
Leadership is important on
and off the field, and James has
this leadership ability and helps
keep the morale and attitude
high during practice.He says,
"The closer we come to
Saturday, the easier it is to get
the morale up." This team is
getting more together as each
game goes along. The team has
its individual and team goals
and we are going to accomplish
them."
When asked about the
toughest man to block, Wilson
answered, "Last year Willie
Bush from East Tennessee,
Lawrence Brame of Western
and Jim Hughes of Austin Peay
were the hardest for me to
handle." Hughes and Wilson
will renew their battle Saturday
as Eastern entertains the
Governors.
Wilson is a senior majoring in
Industrial Technology, and at.
present he is undecided about
his future. He has good size for a
tight end at 6*1" and 215 pounds.
He also has exceptional speed
for a big man. running the 40

were Tim Williams, who got 3
hits in 2 games, Larry Myford,
also with 3 hits, and Dave
Thieler, who got the RBI which
won the first game, and a triple
in the second game. Williams
knocked in the winning run in
the second game.
"We only had three errors in
the double header," said
Hissom. "Now I've checked
other college's scorebooks and
that isn't too bad."
The Colonels have four games
remaining in their fall schedule.
They will meet Berea in a
double header on Thursday the
30th at 1:00 p.m., and Cumberland College on October 5.
Both games are at Eastern.

the conference. I could understand if we were playing in the
summer and in the fall." He
decided to check up on facts
behind the rumor anyway.
About how the team looks so
far,
Hissom
replied,
"Well.we're so young. Last
week we . pitched two
sophomores and started five
freshmen. Buzx Ashby snd
Larry Kaelin weren't there
either, our number S and 4
hitters. You'take the S and 4
hitters out of the line-up snd it
does something to the team."
Howie Roesch was the
starting pitcher in the first
game against Kentucky
Wesleyan, and was replaced in
the seventh inning with two out
and bases loaded by Billy Wells.
Ray Neumeister started in the
second game but was relieved
by Ernie Penning ton
"We have two fine relief
pitchers in Wells and Hen
nington." Hissom said.
The leading hitters Thursday

UNTIL SCHOOL IS OUT YOU WILL

This Weeks' OVC Schedule
Austin Peay at Eastern,
2:00 p.m.
East Tennessee at Western
Morehead at Murray (N)
Chattanooga at Middle
Tennessee (N>
Tennessee-Martin at Tennessee Tech (N)

RECEIVE A FREE ORDER OF FRIES
-WHEN YOU WEAR YOUR WHOPPER
All our
$5 Towncraft dress shirts

T-SHIRT INTO BURGER KING.

Sale 2,or 850

Choose from long and short sleeve styles
with fashion collars and detailing. Alt
Penn-Preat. pacron* polyester/cotton.
Solids, stripes, prints.

All our 5.98 dress shirts

Sale2'or$10

Short and long sleeve styles; long point
collars. Dacron* polyester/cotton
Ponn-Prost. Solids, stripes, prints.
Wide fashion ties of polyester prints and
solids. 3.80

JCPeimey

HOME
OF THE
WHOPPER

The values are here every day.

'I

tAX*
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For 2 Years

Bowen Discovers 'Bicycle America9
BY JII.I. BARTIIKN

Staff writer
.With a new 10- speed Schwinn bike, water bottle, repair
kit, sleeping bag, daily log, and
sum total of 143.83, Joe Bowen
departed form
Lompoc,
California on April 8, 1967 to
"discover bicycle America."
Bowen , a Junior geography"
major and director for the
Kentucky League of American

Wheelmen plotted his bicycle
trip of 14,000 miles through
America while in the U.S. Air
Force two and one-half years
before it became a reality.
He headed north from
California into Canada and
looped back into Montana on a
southward course, planning to
reach the warmer Gulf regions
by the winter months.
As his initial spending
allowance dwindled after

Oratorio Chorus
Membership Open
Memberships in this season's
Oratorio Chorus at Eastern will
remain open through Oct. 17,
according to the group's conductor. Dr. David A. Wehr.,
Residents of Richmond and
surrounding communities, as
well as EKU students and
faculty members, are invited
to sing with the university-civic
choir, which is rehearsing for
its 40th annual performance of
Handel's "Messiah."
The choir and the EKU
Symphony Orchestra will
present the Handel work in

Hiram Brock Auditorium Dec.
12.
The chorus, now rehearsing
Mondays at 7 p.m. in the Foster
Music Building, includes more
than 100 singers from Eastern
and surrounding communities.
Dr. Wehr said that singers,
"particularly tenors and
basses," who wish to participate in this Christmas
season's "Messiah" performance should call him
before Oct. 17 at either the
choral office (622-4843) or his
home (623-8120).

Helene Curtis
Proteine Shampoo
It's the shampoo that soothes and
smooths every strand. Mends split
ends that cause frizzy style interference. Then goes on to create the
crowning touch with its bodyful, protein-bright shine I

UNIVERSITY
CENTBIR^
RICHMOND
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grocery and restaurant expenses, he started picking up
short jobs along the way.
"I washed pots and pans in
Wells Fargo Coffee House,
Virginia City, Montana, and
waited tables at Spruce Tree
Lodge, Mesa Verde National
Park, Colorado. People hired
just to help the trip along," he
said.
While near Sedona, Arizona,
the producers of the film, STAY
AWAY JOE with Elvis Presley ,
invited Bowen to spend a few
days with the stars as a guest.
He spent the latter part of
January and all of February in
Phoenix. "Becauseof weather, I
worked these five weeks as
janitor of Townhouse Convention Hall in downtown
Phoenix."
With warmer weather he left
Arizona and wheeled eastward
toward the Atlantic Coast,
maintaining an average speed
of 50 miles per day.
"It became a trip of 1,000
people." Bowen said. His little
friends from the Dessie Scott
Children's Home of Pineridge,
Kentucky, where he had done
voluntary work, kept everybody
posted that he had met along the
way.
Florida
has
special

significance for Bowen. There
he met his furture wiffc,
promising to return as soon as
he arrived at his destination In
Washington DC, 1050 mUes
away.
'
Followinga Jigsaw route northward as far as Canada, be
circled back into the U.S.
arriving in the Capital on
August l, 19M, 2 years and 3
months after the departure.
Behind him were 14,000 miles of
bike trodden roads in 33
American states, 5 Canadian
provinces and the northern rim
of Mexico.
Bowen'i goal was to meet the
American people. He was given
many opportunities throughout
the country to present talks to
church groups, civic clubs, and
youth organizations. "My
earnest hope was to reach the
young people of today," he said.
"America is still the greatest
country in the world and it's still
the land of opportunity. My bike JOB BOWEN pauses to view beautiful Lake Powell in Utah and
helped me to discover an Arizona which was formed by Glen Canyon Dam. Bowen, a
America that the hurried high junior geography major at Eastern, spent two years and three
speed motor tourist misses,"
said Bowen-the goodwill
amabassador.
Bowen's bike, all his gear and
some relics are now in the Red
River Historical Museum in
Clay City, Kentucky.

Julian Carroll

'Republicans Cannot Win On Nov. 2'

Cost Estimates Announced
For Campbell Building
The Department of Finance
has released construction
details and a cost estimate for
the Jane F. Campbell Building
to be consturcted at Eastern.
The structure will be situated
between the Foster Music
Bidding and the Burrier Home
Economics facility.
' State engineers estimated
construction of the building,
including renovation of the
music building, would cost
34,267,897 and take approximately two years to
complete. The department also
said the first two floors of the
Ault Service Building would be
converted into classroom
facilities.
The fine arts building, a fourstory structure, will consist of
sculpture, painting and drawing
laboratories. There will be a
3000-seat drama theatre and

stage equipment provided
under the contract.
The remainder of the building
will be typical classroom space,
except for an area which incorporates 22 music practice
rooms, completely sound
treated.
The renovations of Foster
Music Building is confined to
two upper-floor corridor connections from the fine arts
building to the music hall.
The third floor of Ault Service
Building was converted
for classroom use. The first and
second floors have been used as
a shop and storage area by the
Buildings
and
Grounds
Department for the university.
State engineers estimate the
cost of the conversion, which is
to be ready 270 days aftercontract awarding, will be
about $247,400.

In Industrial Education

Speaker Carroll said that
"very few if any applications
for strip mining have been
Julian Carroll, Democratic denied" during Gov. Nunn's
candidate for Lt. Governor, said administration. Carroll is one of
here last week, "I tell you in all the five authors of Kentucky'a
sincerity, the Republicans regulatory mining bill. He said
that the Republicans have not
cannot win on Nov. 2."
The 39-year-old
Paducah sufficiently reclaimed land
native criticized Gov. Louie where strip mining was
Nunn. made reference to his allowed.
own 10 years in the Kentucky
Consumer Code Is Issue
House of Representatives, and
answered the questions of
Another issue of complaint for
students
attending
the Carroll was the consumer
collegiate
Democrat's council established to develop a
program.
consumer code for the state. He
Carroll, who is Speaker of the referred to the "chicanery"
House, first noted that the 1970 that hindered its work to "inlegislature was "the first this sure they wouldn't have a
century" to agree on a Sunday workable plan."
Closing Law.
The 1971 Republican campaign
is "the same go round
Nunn Vetoes Measure
with promises" that weren't
After the measure passed fulfilled the last time they were
both chambers of the made according to Carroll. He
legislature, Gov. Nunn vetoed it said his opponents were making
because, according to Carroll, promises having little intention
"he said it violated one of the of keeping them.
Ten Commandments. That's
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford is
the kind of cooperation we've heading the Democratic ticket
gotten," he said.
as a candidate for Governor. A
major proposal of the
Republican standard bearers,
Thomas Emberton and James
Host, is the removal of the S per
cent sales tax on food bought for
home consumption.
BY ROBERT BABBAGE. JR
News Editor

Teacher Shortage Is Evident
Recently there has been much
comment about the number of
unemployed teachers in Kentucky. This is an unfair
generalization, according to Dr.
Clyde Craft. Associate Professor

RICHMOND

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
4 Mil*. IMtl an Ui. 15
•WOT SJMS -

of Industrial Education at
Eastern.
He said, "There is an
overabundance of teachers in
some areas, but in others there
is a shortage; almost a critical
shortage." Industrial Education is one of these fields
which has a nationwide
shortage of teachers.

Mb etMTW

All students who graduated
last spring in Industrial
Education were immediately
placed is desirable positions;'
some were able to choose among
several offers. Dr. Craft said
that while it is difficult to know
exactly how many positions
were open he believes that, "We
could have easily placed twice
as many as we graduated."
"As of August, Dr. Craft said
that there were 30 openings for
Industrial Arts Teachers in
Kentucky, Ohio and Virginia,
eight of which were in
Louisville.
He said that
inquiries have come in as late
as early September . Even

IWMNTERNA1J0J<A^««

Photo Submitted

months covering some 14,000 miles by bicycle throughout
the United States and Canada.

students who have not completed all requirements for
certification would be considered.
"We can't meet the demand"
said Dr. Craft. The draft
constitutes one of the reasons
for this as the department is
populated almost entirely by
males. He invites any women
who are interested in industrial
education to go into the field.
There are two categories
within Industrial Education,
one leading to certification as
an Industrial Arts teacher, and
the other Vocational Industrial
teacher.
According to the Eastern
Placement Office's most recent
figures, there are over 100
teaching vacancies in Industrial Education throughout
the nation. John L. Vickers,
Office, explained that while
there is a surplus of
teachers in cerain areas
such as the Social Sciences, most
teachers newly graduated
are able to find jobs.

Carroll Breaks Tie
Carroll said that when Gov.
Nunn proposed the S per cent
sales tax in 1968, Carroll cast
the tie-breaking vote in the
House to ammend the Governor's bill to exempt food from
the tax.
"Nunn marshalled his forces,
came up to the House, and put
the tax back on food." He
emphasized that the young
voters should compare the
candidate's promises with their
party's performance while in
office.
In answer to a question from
the audience, Carroll said that
he was in favor of letting
students vote wherever they
were legal residents. A recent
issue raised by the Kentucky
Student Association is that
college students are frequently
not allowed to vote in the towns
where they attend school.
"I don't believe the present
system is fair and equal,"
Carroll said. He noted that

MANOR HOUSE RESTAURANT

students are added to census
counts, thus entitling Madison
county increased representation in the legislature. The
legislator elected theoretically
represents students, although
students cannot vote for him.
Charles Abner, a Republican
from Bonneville, asked Carroll
if the sales tax increase of 1968
was not passed through a
legislature
that
was
Democraticly controlled.
Carroll said that of the 100
House members, 41 of 43
Republicans voted for the sales
tax. The Democrats who voted
for the tax were not re-elected
in 1970, either in the House or
the Senate, according to
Carroll. Of the 57 Democrats, 14
voted for the tax increase. Only
40 Votes were needed to pass the
measure.
In reply to a question by
Stephen Lewis, a Republican
from Fort Mitchell, Carroll said
that if Democrat Henry Ward
had been elected Governor in
1967 there would have been no

sales tax increase.
Bob Mullenix, Collegiate
Democrats vice president from
Somerset, asked Carroll who
the chief lobbyist for Gov. Nunn
was in 1968. Carroll said it was
probably Nunn's "chief administrative assistant-the
present candidate for Governor
(Tom Emberton)."
Carroll said that he had been
on every college campus in
Kentucky and "the students
who understand promises and
performances are for Ford and
Carroll." He estimated that he ,
had shaken the hands of 600,000
Kentuckians in the 16 months of
his campaign.
The next meeting of"
Collegiate Democrats in October will feature Dr. Lyman
.Ginger-. Democratic candidate ,,
for Superintendent of Public*'
Instruction, and Herb Deskins,"
Kentucky Young Democrats
president.
Students wanting absentee
ballots for the fall general!
election should contact Kip"
Cameron on campus.

In Law Enforcement

Funds Are On The Wayl
Herb Vescio, Director of
Financial Aid,
reported
Thursday that the lawenforcement funds, sent by ghe
Department of Justice, will be
here in about three days. The
funds, a total of $147,250, are
usually received before or
shortly after school starts.
The money is divided up for
loans and grants which are
financial aid for law enforcement students. There are
approximately 360 students
receiving full-time aid, and

another 400 receiving part-time.
In-service students (those
who are now police officers) cant
receive both loans and grants;pre service students can only
receive grants.
This financial assistance
serves the purpose of bettering
the men on the force. "The
purpose of the Justice Department giving grants," Mr.
Vescio explained, "is to
upgrade the local police
departments."

Musicians Return
(Continued Krom Page One)
University for the 1971 band
Day. Massed band number
under the direction of Robert W.
Hart well. Director of Marching
and Symphonic Bands and John
C. Lawson, Assistant Directo r
of the Marching Band will
feature the "Pilgrim's Chorus"
from Trannauser by Wagner
"Put Your Hand in the Hand",
and Irving Berlin's "God Bless
America."
The true significance of the
show theme "Bands. Bands

Everywhere" will be most
evident to the watchers when
the massed bands, spectacular
in color, enter the field to
conclude the half-time to the
Eleventh Annual Band Day.
Pre-game activities by the
Marching Maroons will feature
the traditional Eastern Fanfare
and entrance. A special portion
of the pre-game will be a
tongue-in-cheek feature of the
sousaphone section of the
Maroons. Ending the pre game
show will be the Eastern Alma
Mater.

**** "THE FINEST FOOD IN TOWN"****
A Warm, handsome, and

Our Menu features Kentucky Hot Browns

wonderful Pant Coat

and many other dinners & Sandwiches
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"LAS VEGAS HILLBILLIES"
•STRANGER RETIRNS'
"THE LADY IN CEMENT'
"MAKING IT"
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Senator Fulbright
Marks 25th Year

The Packers Are Back

Suitcasers Leave Again
home becomes quite rough on
the students' suitcases. Some of
their views are decidedly
Some college students have dejected.
hot dates, hot rooms and get
Suitcase* Caat Re*
into hot water but at Eastern a
great many have hot suitcases.
Suitcases being packed: "Oh,
For the moat part, the student's no! Here she comes again. Why
suitcase hardly has time to get can't a suitcase get any rest?
cold before it's packed gain.
Hey wait! How about a change?
Signs of every kind are seen You've put those Jeans in here
plastered on bulletin boards for the last three weeks-don't you
across the campus. Many state have any other clothes?
"need a ride" while others state
"That stuff will leak all over
"need a rider." Maybe they and ruin me for life — don't you
should get together.
have a heart? At least you could
get something that smells good.
Exodas Begins Friday
"Come on man, you don't
By mid-afternoon Friday the need all that. I mean four pairs
filtering of rock music out of of shoes, two dresses, three
dorm windows, the cafeteria pairs of Jeans and all that other
line, the ravine and the constant paraphenalia-it just won't fit!
ringing of the phone all begin to A guy can only take so much
lessen in degree.
you know. Ouch! Do you have to
Between 3:00 and 4:00 Friday , sit on me like that?"
afternoon seems to be the most
popular time for the grand
exodus. Carloads of students,
Suitcase across campus: "Hi,
armfuls of clothes and endless Sam Samsonite. How's life been
styles of suitcases swarm all treating you? Been to Lexington
over campus.
every weekend you say. Yea,
This continuous traveling I've been to Louisville. Hey,
BY MARTY PATRICK
Staff Writer

v:

there's Alvin American
Tourist er. I really feel sorry for
him. He goes to Cincinnati
every weekend with six others.
What a way to go.
"Hey Charlie, how about
hurry, huh? I'm getting mighty
tired of being dragged halfway
across campus to the Coliseum.
You know my handle is
beginning to wear. A few more
of these trips and I'm going to
break all over the sidewalk!
Can't I have a new handle?
Promises, promises, don't you
ever keep them!
Trunks Get Crowded
Do I have to go in that hot
trunk! Why can't you take
fewer people-it gets rather
crowded in the trunk you
know."
Suitcases meeting in the
trunk: "Hi everybody, here we
go again. Don't they ever get
tired of going home? Ouch!
Don't get so pushy. On, no, two
more yet. There's no way- at
least I could be put next to that
beautiful blue Samsonite!
SttUcase Gets Roughed

Smart Thieves

Library Reports Thefts
An outbreak of purse thefts
has been reported in the John
Grant Crabbe Library and all
girls are asked to keep their
purses with them at all times
while in the building.
The first reported incident
occurred two weeks ago.
Eastern's security officers are
investigating but no one has
been charged with the crimes.
Mrs. Genevieve Pope,
assistant circulation librarian,
said there have been seven
reported cases of missing
purses.
Each time the purses have
been later found, usually in
waste baskets in the rest rooms,
with the money missing. So far,

65 to 75 dollars has been
reported missing.
Pope said cases have been
reported on all floors and in
different rooms on each floor.
Only one room has been hit
twice.
All cases occured when a girl
left her purse on a table or
carrel while she went to get
another book or periodical or to
Jalk to someone. When she
returned the purse wasjnissing.
Pope urges all girls to take
their purses with them
whenever they leave a table or
not to. bring their purse with
them unless they will be
needing them.

"Do you know Charlie didn't
unpack me until yesterday? I
almost suffocated and then he
had the nerve to pack me up
three hours later! Sam said Joe
put all his books in last week
and he almost had a heart
attack. I don't know why they
bring them, they Just stay
unopened anyway!
"Why, just last week Teddy
the totebag got a cut on his left
side and had to go to the repair
shop. The man said one more
heavy load and it's all over!
"Who's the wise guy with the
hangers? Watch that handle, my
side is still sore from last week!
Well, this is my stop. Charlie,
can't you be a little easy on me!
No consideration after all I do.
What a way to live!" Suitcase
— unpacked: "Ah, boy, I can
breathe again.I wish you'd bring
back less. Every weekend you
have something else added.
Hey, don't kick me.

In remarks to the Board of
Foreign Scholarships at a
luncheon meeting held at the
George Washington University
Senator J. William Fulbright.
D-Ark., said, "The exchange
program-remains, as it began in
1946. a modest but significant
effort to open new channels of
communication and to build
new dimensions of understanding between
Americans
and
foreign
peoples."
"I remain convinced that it
(the exchange program) offers
one of the best means available
for improving international
understanding." Sen. Fulbright
added.
The event marked the 25th
anniversary of the worldwide
educational exchange program
established under the Fulbright
Act of 1946.
The Board of Foreign
Scholarships is a 12-member
group
of
distinguished
American citizens appointed by
the President to supervise the
academic exchange programs
administered by the Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs of the Department of
State.
Photo by Jim Shepherd
Highlighted at the meeting
were the accomplishments of
WEEKENDS AT EASTERN find many students seem to suitcase on weekends when the football the past 25 years and the
packing their beeongings and heading for home team is on the road, but plenty will stick around prospects for the future of the
like these two suitcasers who are waiting for a ride this week as the Colonels will entertain a capacity Fulbright program.
in front of Commonwealth Hall. More students Band Day crowd on Saturday.
Dr. James Roach, vice
provost and dean of interdisciplinary
programs,
University of Texas, and
current chairman of the board,
presented
the
Board's
statement on Educational
Exchanges in the seventies.
The statement contains new
Attention EKU graduates, grants began in May, 1971 and pays for tuition, travel ex- concepts and guidelines for the
the deadline is Oct. 15.
penses, books, insurance, food exchange program developed
recent or future, who are inThe
The general requirements and living expenses.
terested in graduate study or are: U.S. citizenship at the time second grant covers travel Jointly by the Board, the
Department, the American
teaching in a foreign country:
of application, a bachelor's expenses only and the thirdlype
The Institute of International degree or its equivalent, is a teaching assistantship academic community and
binational commissions
Education is currently offering knowledge of the particular which pays the equivalent of
Fulbright Grants for study (country's) language and good 1200 a month for ten months. overseas.
Dr. Roach noted that, for the
overseas.
Selection is based on such 1971-72 academic year, 962
health. Preference is given to
Applications may beobtained persons between 20 and 35 years things as academic record, Americans received awards for
personal qualifications, and the study and teaching abroad; an
from Dean Frederick Ogden in of age
There are three types of quality of the applicant's study estimated 4,232 foreign students
the Roark Building. National
competition for the 1972-73 grants available. The full grant plan.
and scholars will be in the

To All Graduates

Overseas Fulbrights Available

-•-•"• «- •
■/ ■
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United States during the same
period for study, teaching and
scholarly projects.
An estimated 11 Kentuckians
are now studying overseas this
year on Fulbright-Hays
scholarships while 14 foreign
students are studying in Kentucky schools.
Since the inception of the
program more than 36,000
Americans and 67.000 foreign
nationals of some 120 countries
have participated in academic
exchanges authorized by the
Fulbright Act and subsequent
legislation.
The Board expressed its
conviction that academic exi
change programs have contributed significantly to world
understanding .
With few exceptions the
programs have continued even
during periods of disagreement
between participating govern-1
ments.
'
One measure of the esteem
enjoyed by the exchange
program, the Board noted, is
reflected by the increasing
sharing of costs by foreign1
governments and educational1
institutions.
'

Homecoming
Meeting Set
A joint meeting of the student,
and faculty Homecoming
Committees will be held today
at 4 p.m. in the Alumni House.
The float construction site
will hopefully be announced at
that time.
Marshall Garrett, coordinating
chairman
of
Homecoming, commented on .
the lack of a construction area.
"We are going to have floats
whether we have a warehouse
or not."
Tomorrow is the deadline for
float and queen applications.
They are to be turned in to Coates
212 no later than 4:30 p.m.
On Oct. 4 all pre-candidates
are to meet at the Alumni House
for a general meeting.
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Student Court Summons
Kelhoffer And Crews
BY CAROLYN REPPERT
Staff Writer
The Student Court summoned
Chuck Kelhoffer, President of
the Student Association, Sharon
Crews, Vice President and the
members of the committees on
committees to attend an
inquiry session on September
23.
According to Chief Justice
Rodger Morris, "the situation of
the' investigation of the committee on committees appointments was brought to the
court's attention by a justice at
a scheduled meeting." After
discussing the stipulations of
Article III, Section D of the
Student Association Constitution and page 80 of the
Handbook. "The Court then
decided that an investigation
was in order."
Justice Barry Meyers stated
that his purpose in bringing
about this situation is "to show
the incompetence of permitting
nominations to committees that
could in no way qualify or fulfill
obligations to these committees."
Bill Ramey and Merle Middleton acted as Kelhoffer's
defense even though there were
no charges brought against
him. "The defense, nonetheless,
differentiated the words Appointees and Nominees to
clarify university rules. I t was
established that this was a
technical difference and that
the nominees Kelhoffer and
Miss Crews, could not qualify
for the positions to be appointed," said Myers.
President Kelhoffer feels that
"the Court's duty is to decide
what is legal and what is not
legal." Therefore, the court
was determining the legality
of the nominations for university
committees.
"I was not in violation, I
^as only exercising opposition
by taking a stand."
Morris feels "that the Student
Court is delving into areas
previously untouched. We are

Dr. Martin Says 'No '

Senate Rescinds Appointments

now striving to determine the
real function of the Court in
serving the students as a body
of appeal."
The question of the Student
Court's power was exemplified
in the session. "If the investigation had disclosed facts
revealing malfeasance of the
office, the Student Court would
have taken appropriate action
as defined by the Student Assoc.
Constitution," Morris adds.
Harry Prats, Student Rights-?
Committee Chairman, said that
it is his recommendation only to
submit two names for the
nominations to President
Martin. The President may then
request additional nominations
if the two names are not*
suitable."
Both Kelhoffer and Morris
acknowledged that they both
would go through this awkward
situation again, "to provide
justice for all concerned."
Guesses were not wagered to
the further outcome or the
accomplishment of the session.
"The Court acted as it should
have to fulfill its duty to the
student
body.
Although
Photo by Marianne ROM
politically inflammatory
statements have been made
concerning this matter, we only
acted as we saw just, and to the EASTERN head football coach Roy Kidd may be show by WKYT Sports Director Charlie Mastin
betterment of the university seen each Sunday night at 11:15 on Lexington's (left). They will discuss the previous day's game
WKYT-TV. Coach Kidd will be interviewed each and the upcoming Colonels' Contests
community," Morris concludes.

Kidd's Show

i*&i2?l Jews Celebrate New Year

(Continued Front Page One)
sttudent association officer. "It
wouldn't bother students I
don'tthink. I think they'd look at
the person's ideas and not at his
race alone. "In the past too
many blacks and whites have
talked about brotherhood
quietly. That's changing now.
People have started doing
things," Quiero said.
"I just know that enough
blacks and whites will have the
courage to stand up and say,
'nothing's wrong with the other
guy-let's get together.' Things
are going to get better if we just
keep working for it," he concluded.

Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish
New Year, began September 20.
Yesterday, Yom Kippur— the
Day of Atonement—was
celebrated as the day of
forgiveness of sins.
Yom Kippur is a very serious
day for the Jewish people. One
of the customs of the holiday is
fasting, many spend the day in
synagogues praying.
"Kol Nidrei," a prayer
recited in the Yom Kippur
service, is believed to have been
written in Spain during the
Inquisition.
During the Inquisition many

Jews chose to die rather than
give up their religion, while
others were converted to
Christianity. However, these
Jews did not consider themselves Christians and would
hide on Yom Kippur to secretly
pray for forgiveness of taking
false vows.
The lesson of Yom Kippur is
stated in the Bible, "For on this
day shall atonement be made
for you, to cleanse you from all
your sins shall ye be clean
before the Lord."
Services for the Day of
Atonement begin the evening

before, which is called "Kol
Nidrei." On the Day of
Atonement there is a morning
service and another in the afternoop. There is also a
Memorial Service in which
Kaddish is said for those who
have died.
The Kaddish, an ancient
prayer written in Arabic which
expresses faith in God, is
recited on the anniversary of
the death of a person.
The last or Concluding Service is an expression of hope in
the God in Israel and a reaffirmation of faith.

BY PAT CARR
Staff Writer

Student Senate voted to
rescind the motion passed last
week on proposed university
committee appointments in its
meeting Tuesday.
Chuck Kelhoffer, student
association president, Mid that
President Martin told him that
he would refuse all the
nominees for university committee appointments because
the appointments were not
made in the proper way.
After the original motion was
rescinded, Senate approved
another liat of proposed
university appointments. The
new list contains two names for
each committee position as
prescribed by university policy.
Senate approved the report of
the Academic Affairs Committee, which was presented by
Bill Ramey, chairman . The
report contained recom
mendationsvby the committee
concerning more time between
classes, manatory teacher
evaluation, and listing classes
which require term papers in
the Schedule of a asses.
A proposal has been submitted to President Martin by
the Council on Academic Affairs asking that time between
classes be extended from ten to
fifteen minutes. If the proposal
is approved, next semester
eight period classes will be
getting out at 5:45 p.m. Senate
is sending a letter to President
Martin urging approval of the
proposal.
The committee recommended
that all students be given the
opportunity to evaluate both
teacher and course material at
the end of each semester. The
method of evaluation should be
determined by a joint StudentFaculty committee, and the
results' should be kept confidential to the instructor.
Senate is sending a letter
making these recommendations
to the Improvement of Instruction Committee which is
studying the matter.

The committee decided that a
complete Hating of those classes
requiring a term paper in the
Schedule of Classes is impractical. The Schedule book is
printed much in advance of its
use and it is difficult to have an
accurate determination of what
teacher will teach a specific
course.
The committee also reported
that the class attendance policy
is in the process of being
changed. Next semester attendance will be determined by
each department's committee
Amendments to the proposed
Student Handbook revision
were postponed until next week.
"This will enable those who
have amendments to bring
them to the Student Association
on Academic Practices. Senate
is sending a letter to each
department favoring abolishment of compulsory class attendance.
Offication," Kelhoffer said, "so

we can print them up and have a
copy for every senator." The
final reading and vote on the
proposed revision will be three
weeks from last Tuesday.
Student Association endorsement of Globe Life Insurance Policy was placed onthe agenda for next week The
SA would receive $3,000 if it
sends a letter to the parents of
Eastern students endorsing the
policy.
The possibility of sponsoring a
mock election for the gubernatorial race was also placed on
the agenda for next week.
Prices of food in university
facilities, library hours, and
bookstore hours were referred
to committees for study.
This is the last week
organizations may have a
representative seated on
Student Senate. The president
of organizations who wish to
have their club represented, but
have not yet done so, should call
the SA Office (822-3686) before
next Tuesday.

Faculty Handbook Holds
4
Rules And Regulations'
The faculty handbook, office designated by him.
released last week, contains the
"Such requests must be
"rules and regulations " for submitted on the form provided
faculty members.
for the purpose and are to be
"The teacher is entitled to reviewed by appropriate offreedom in the classroom in ficials before being submitted to
discussing his subject, but he the President for final action."
should be careful not to inAlso, under the category of
troduce into his teaching con- Academic
Rights
aid
troversial matter which has no Responsibilities is Academic
relation to his subject." This Records stating:
"Accurate
comes under the "Academic records of the academic perFreedom" of Faculty Personnel formance of each student are to
Policies.
be regarded as confidential,
Another topic under Faculty with access on a "need to know
Personnel Policies is Outside basis by the faculty advisor and
Employment stating: "Before appropriate administration
engaging in outside em- officials.
ployment, regardless of
The handbook also lncludM
frequency, duration,
or various committees, faculty
remuneration, persmission opportunities, administrative
shall be obtained from the policies and procedure add
President of the University or the duties of department heads. *
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